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Foreword

Youth unemployment is an enormous issue in
many developing countries. Youngsters deal with
lack of job opportunities or opportunities to start
a business of their own, and thus, often lack a decent and sustainable income. This, obviously, not
only has a negative impact at the individual level,
it also affects social and economic development
at community and national level.
One of the main reasons for youth unemployment
is the lack of education opportunities. Although
nowadays many children and youth have followed
some years of primary education, secondary or vocational education is still a bridge too far for many
of them. And besides the problems youth have in
accessing education, many schools deal with various challenges in offering qualitative training.
In the past, Technical and Vocational Education
and Training (TVET) has been ignored by many

governments in developing countries. Not in the
least place due to the focus on primary education by the donor community. TVET provision is
much more expensive and as it was simply not a
popular type of education, investments remained
forthcoming.
Since a few years now, the potential of TVET has
been re-appreciated. It seems that governments
have come to understand a country’s need for a
labour force with technical and vocational skills
alongside academics. However, following poor
investments for so many years, the TVET sector
now faces many challenges: availability of TVET,
its quality, the number of qualified teachers, the
equipment needed in schools and the development
of curricula. Fortunately, we live in an era in which
TVET is back on the agenda and funds are made
available by governments and donors to maximize
its potential. The Learn4Work programme and
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this guide, as well as the fact that you are reading
it, are evidence of this!
Learn4Work: joint efforts
Learn4Work recognizes the need for youth to
participate in the labour market and to earn an
income through decent work. Therefore, it invests
in preparing them for work. The programme aims
not only to enable youth to enrol in skills training,
but also to enhance the quality and relevance of
this training. These can be activities such as curricula development, creating opportunities for
practical traineeships and teacher training.
The beauty of these contributions is that they are
a result of joint efforts from African and Dutch
people. Students, teachers, school management,
community members and development agencies
jointly invest in improving the skills training. And
through uniting skills, expertise and networks of
different international actors, the outcomes enhance one another!
Participation in this kind of international project
proves to generate various wins for all actors involved. In addition to the African youth that benefit from better job opportunities, companies, for
example, benefit from better skilled youth, Dutch
schools benefit from extending their internatio-
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nal networks and creating an inspiring working
environment for its staff. Also students may benefit from inspiring and challenging traineeships.
These projects are a proof of social involvement,
an increasingly important element in sustainable
business performance.

In year 2011, more than 50 organizations have
been active in Learn4Work. Some results:
	Improved skills training for 3904 students
38 curricula and courses are developed
207 teachers are trained
6 alumni tracing systems are developed
More than e750.000 has been raised for the
development of TVET by Learn4Work partners

Share, learn and inspire
Edukans, as coordinating body of the Learn4Work
programme, aims to continue the success. To improve your and our practices, the idea originated
to document our lessons learned. This will enable us to reflect on our practices, but it will also
function as a guide to others who are interested
in starting a project on TVET in cooperation with
multi-sectoral and multinational organizations.
Hence, of course, the main lessons come from all

the partners in the network. For this purpose, the
Learn4Work partners united to exchange and
compile their experiences, which was the main
starting point for this book.

The Dutch development organisation Edukans
coordinates the Learn4Work programme. Edukans aims to improve and enrich education in the
Netherlands and in developing countries. This is
mainly achieved through capacity building and
exchange programmes. This approach is at the
core of Learn4Work.

new projects, or to improve existing ones, so that
we can support these youngsters who deserve an
equal chance to an enhancement of their lives.
Hester Pronk
Coordinator Learn4Work
Edukans, the Netherlands

In front of you lies a co-production from over 30
organizations, a collection of experiences, tips
and tricks, research outcomes and life stories. It
is based on a total number of 8 projects in four
African countries, being Ethiopia, Kenya, Ghana
and Zambia.
I would hereby like to express my gratitude to all
the people and their organizations who contributed to this book. It is their stories that are presented
here and without these, this guide could not have
been created! I sincerely hope this guide will help
you and your partners to develop and implement
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The idea to create this guide sprung from the desire to document the experiences of Learn4Work
and to make them available to others. We aim
to provide a practical guide for anyone who is
planning to be involved in an international development project related to strengthening African
TVET. Although our experiences are based on
TVET projects in Africa, the same guiding principles will apply to a broader range of development
projects.
The guide includes many practical issues that you
will face if you are starting-up a new TVET project
in cooperation with others. The guide provides
particular tips for TVET colleges, the private sector and NGOs.
You are guided through the different phases from
starting off right through to celebrating your
achievements. You will be supported in finding
answers to the following 9 questions:
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How to use
this guide?

CHAPTER 1 Win-win: Why does problem-solving with partners from overseas work?
CHAPTER 2 Getting started: What is the problem and how can it be solved?
CHAPTER 3 Cooperation: What is the benefit?
CHAPTER 4 Partnerships: Working in partnership, how does that work?
CHAPTER 5 Results: What are you going to achieve and how?
CHAPTER 6 	Financial planning: What does your project cost and how can these costs be covered?
CHAPTER 7 Measuring results: Why and how do you measure your successes?
CHAPTER 8 Sustainability: How to guarantee continuation of your intervention?
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Word of thanks
All experiences and tips come from Learn4Work partners. It is no blueprint and no exhaustive list of dos and
don’ts, but it is meant to be a guide to get the most out of your work and to make it fun! In the end, meeting
people from other cultures should be inspiring and motivating!
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Chapter 1

Win-win: Why does problem-solving
with partners from overseas work?

Are we really different?

Trained for a job that
does not exist

Many youngsters with an MBO-diploma cannot find a job. ROCs should fine-tune their
education to the labour market. The Minister
of Education should intervene’. The number of
graduates from several trades is much higher
than the number of jobs available, while on the
other hand, a shortage of people arises for other
trades. Better control of the number of enrolments into various education programmes is
desired in order to optimize youth employment
and to meet the needs of the labour market.
Summarized from De Volkskrant,
August 7, 2012

Development cooperation, often characterized
by partners from a developed and a developing
country implies a certain imbalance in the level
of development between the two. But reading
this article actually makes you realize that the
challenges that “northern” – here the Dutchand “southern” – in this book used for African
countries- TVET are facing, are not so different
from each other.

ET
“Strengthening the TV
but, due
sector is highly needed
th the
to the strong linkage wi
difficult
labour market, can be
n.”
when doing it on your ow
(African Learn4Work pa

rtner)
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True, it can be debated whether the differences
are not that big. The African TVET has dealt with
many years of under-investments. Placing a Dutch
and African vocational training centre next to each
other, you see many differences in infrastructure
and practical training materials. But the essence
of TVET, namely training youth for a job, brings
similar needs, e.g. to make training relevant to
the needs of the labour market, and as the article
rightly mentions, the number of students that are
trained in the various skills. Other issues are the
low image of TVET and the related jobs, the need
for sufficient qualified teachers and an actively
involved labour market in the primary processes
of TVET. A final general need is to enhance an entrepreneurial mindset of youngsters by training in
business and communication skills with the globalized market as context.

Do you recognize these challenges in your own
work? Are you a teacher who needs to integrate
practical training in your programme? Or do you
work for an NGO that aims to strengthen the skills
training provision in your community and that recognizes the fact that training is a stand-alone
and not aligned with the local private sector? Or
are you a manager in a company, and do you face
a shortage of properly trained employees? Than
you may decide to play this game.

Two students in an internship-programme for their degree in
Hairdressing. At first they practiced on a doll, now they are good
enough to practice on each other. Very soon they will be able to
serve their first client. Beauty and Hairdressing is booming business in Kenya. Relatively-speaking women spend more money
on their appearance than we do in the Netherlands!
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Two Kenyan gentlemen completed the vocational training
course in motor vehicle mechanics last year. Now they work at
the markets of Ilkerin and neighbouring villages. They pay for
their tools with their own income. They replenish their materials as soon as they have earned enough money. As they could
barely meet their demands, they have now hired staff.

Why would we solve our problems with
partners from overseas?
Good question. Wouldn’t it be enough work in
itself to get your own organization working? In
a certain way, yes, but TVET will require specific
types of expertise. Effectiveness increases when
you cooperate with others that have a particular
expertise, networks and access to funds. International cooperation encourages you to think outof-the-box. You are stimulated to come up with
creative solutions and you learn from what might
be rather similar challenges in different contexts.
Solutions and good practices can be exchanged
after which new interventions can be designed and
implemented. Cooperation can also facilitate the
exchange of each other’s instruments and working
procedures, e.g. for monitoring and evaluation.
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Work partner)
(Ethiopian Learn4

Financial benefits of cooperation:
	Access to funds from multiple sectors and countries. Such as schools that have access to other
funds than NGOs.
	Divers fundraising mechanisms, e.g. fundraising
activities through students versus institutional
fundraising.
	Increased financial sustainability due to the spreading of resources over multiple actors and the fact
that the project does not depend on one donor.
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Experience shows that when interests of multiple
parties concerned are met, the project will be more
sustainable and durable. Interventions will result in
a stronger and more sustainable approach if embedded in practices and financing structures of
governmental and umbrella organizations.

Win-Win
You see, there is a win-win situation for both actors. All partners are invited to learn from each
other’s systems, approaches and people. Each
partner will have to invest and each partner will
be able to profit, although the type and level of
investments will be different.

However, the individual rationales and expected
benefits are also likely to differ. That is what makes the process so interesting!
Briefly and in general the win for the southern
partner is that they are supported with capacities
and resources. The northern partner sees a win
in fulfilling a contribution to human development
and it sometimes also gains from a commercial
point of view. Moreover, Dutch society increasingly demands social responsibility from organizations. Through international projects, Dutch organisations address this need. Individuals, whether
they are company staff, teachers or students, from
both north and south see international cooperation as a motivator: they are invited to learn from
peers overseas and challenged to integrate good
traditions from “the other” in their own practices.
This also benefits the quality of Dutch skills training. You see, there is a win-win situation for both
northern and southern actors.
There are not only benefits at the economic and
financial level. In light of international cooperation the personal aspect should not be forgotten.
Meeting people from a different culture is highly
valued. Thus apart from being useful, meeting and
cooperating with people from other cultures is fun,
inspiring and highly appreciated.

in Kenya I found
“During my traineeship
al with practical
it very instructive to de
ts, defective
problems like power cu
equipment.
wiring and shortage of
insight in the
This helped to give me
re of ICT. Also, I
underlying infrastructu
al with problemreally learned how to de
ally dif ferent from
solving as things are re
at home.”
rticipated
ICT student
(Rephrased quote, Dutch
in exchange programme)
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Entrepreneurship
Joseph chose Industrial Electrical Machines and Drives Technology as his career.
He graduated from the Vocational Training
Center at Addis Ababa Branch in July 2011. After
graduation, he did not search for employment.
He strives to start his own business (self-employment) and be an entrepreneur by applying
his knowledge and skills. He started producing
electrical appliances using a very low startup
capital collected from relatives, neighbours
and other individuals. The BEST programme
inspired him to start his own business and gave
him the opportunity to gain a lot of experience
during an exchange visit of youngsters from the
Dutch partner college.
BEST (Business and Entrepreneurial Skills Training) - is a course designed and implemented
in partnership with an NGO and college from
the Netherlands and Ethiopia. This course primarily aims at bringing attitudinal change on
youngsters who are attending their TVET towards self-employment.
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CASE

Imagine you work in a project to enhance
technical training in Africa through embedding practical training elements in the training
programme. Your benefits could be:
	African private sector: highly-qualified
graduates.
	African school: improved quality of the training
through practice-oriented training.
	African/Dutch NGO: decreased youth unemployment through more relevant TVET.
	Dutch school: trained teachers in problem-solving and social skills and an enriched student
traineeship programme.

Where to start?
When you want to work in a north-south partnership, you may have no idea where to start and with
who. It might be helpful to look at knowledge and
expertise that you may need in your programme.
In the following chapters, we will guide you in this
process. Issues like planning, setting up a cooperation, finances, monitoring and communication
will be presented. We will look into the roles and
benefits for TVET colleges, NGOs, private sector
and governmental organisations.

NOTES
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Chapter 2

Getting started: What is the
problem and how can it be solved?

This chapter guides you through the different
steps involved in this first identification phase:
getting started, studying the problem and drafting your first plans.

Being inspired
Ideas for a new project often arise spontaneously,
for example from a desire for a situation to be improved or changed, or from an unexpected inspiring conversation or meeting with people.
After brainstorming you may end up with some
fairly clear pictures of your aim and the strategies how to reach your goals. A positive result of
a quick scan of expected benefits against the expected costs will motivate you to continue further
planning. Now it is time to take the next step in
serious project planning and getting the right
partners on board. But how to go about setting
up such a project?
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Drafting your project plan
Even if you have a clear understanding of the ideas
and plans in your mind, it might be helpful to write
them down:
	Clearly defining your objectives and strategies
will support you to enhance planning.

	It improves clarity and mutual understanding
of the expected efforts and outcomes by and
amongst all partners.
	It leads to transparent financial planning.
Be aware that if you need to raise external funds
to be able to start the project, writing down your
plans is a first requirement.

What is the problem?

NOTES
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Describe the problem very clearly and apply an
holistic/ helicopter view. Some tips:
	Make a thorough analysis of the context.
	What is the real problem?
	What are the causes of this problem? Include cultural, political, social and economical
aspects.
	Link up with local stakeholders who can contribute to the study. If you have no network
yet, try to connect with NGOs in the region
or in the Netherlands that work in the same
region you are thinking of.
	Identify the local situation, the needs, possibilities and difficulties of the TVET sector.
	List the main stakeholders in the field.

TVET in Africa in a nutshell
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(Learn4Work partner, Du

It is impossible to describe the African TVET
sector in one chapter. Each country has its
own system and characteristics. This section does not intend to provide a complete
overview, but some commonalities can be
addressed.
The formal system of TVET in Africa is not
that different from the Dutch system, looking at the flow from primary level to junior
secondary or TVET up to tertiary level. Generally speaking, courses take four years.
In various African countries, the TVET responsibility is spread over multiple ministries.
TVET is organized by the various sectors
themselves, e.g. the Ministry of Health is responsible for the health-related trainings and
colleges, like nursing. This complicates adjustments of the system and adaptation of the
various courses to one another. To create an
overview, national governments have established a TVET Authority. This authority is
responsible for amongst other things, development of a National Qualification Frame-
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work, an overview of all courses and institutes, accreditation and donor harmonization. In practice,
the mandates of these authorities are sometimes
unclear, with a risk for increased bureaucracy.
Common challenges of African TVET are:
	The potential of TVET for a country has been
ignored for a long time - both by students and
their parents, but also by the government.
This makes the sector rather small.
	A lack of or a poor system to link TVET to the
needs of the labour market.
	Ill-equipped workshops.
	Teachers poorly equipped to make their training more practical.
	The number of teachers trained in TVET is not
sufficient.
	Teachers lack continuous updating of their
skills, to stay on top of technological developments and the changing entrepreneurial
environment.
	TVET often receives a very low status. Even
TVET-teachers are often paid less in comparison to colleagues of other school types. They
are also often less respected.
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EXAMPLE
In case the supply of courses and the content
of the curriculum are defined by the government for the country as a whole, contextual
differences are not acknowledged. TVETinstitutes, which are usually locally orientated, are therefore not able to meet the
demands of the regional market. In Ethiopia
the government decides on the demands of
the labour market. When the government
sees enough people that are trained in a
certain skill, respective training courses are
closed down, whereas there may be ample
demand from the local private sector.

EXAMPLE

Enrollment in Ghanaian public TVET only
amounts to 25,000 students (compared to
1.2 MLN in the lower grades of secondary
school).

Various challenges mentioned by Ethiopian and
Kenyan Learn4Work partners on the involvement
of the private sector for traineeships in African
TVET:
	There is no solid commitment from the labour market to support TVET initiatives. Employers often ask for money before taking in
graduates.
	The rural economy is quite small hence there
are limited opportunities for graduates.
	Pastoralist communities lack companies
where the graduates can practice and live off
their new jobs. Graduates have to go to the
city to access opportunities.
	Construction companies seek cheap labour and not the more expensive trained
personnel.
	Some of the businesses are looking to make
money and lack commitment.

For many young people it is difficult or even impossible to receive a formal TVET education. Sometimes because school fees are too high. But
also due to entry requirements, youngsters can
be denied access, as they have not finished primary school or grade 10 of junior secondary. For
children of specific groups, access may be particularly difficult: girls, handicapped, youth from
certain ethnic groups or from areas affected by
conflict or disasters. In Ethiopia, school-life expectancy, being the expected number of years a
child spends in school from primary up to tertiary
education, is only 8.3 years. This means that after
primary school, on average, youngsters are enrolled for another 1.3 years in education. For girls,
this would only be half a year (GMR 2011, p.301).
Luckily, since the start of the 21st century, TVET is
back on the agenda again. The potency of TVET
has again been acknowledged. This results in
more government and donor funding, leading to
first improvements in the system.
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How can a north-south cooperative contribute
to the improvement of African TVET?
A principal from an African college answers this
question:
“Looking at the magnitude of the problem we expect to learn a lot from the experience and TVET
education system of Dutch partners and other
partners that are in the project. We also expect
knowledge and skill transfer from our international partners to improve our college capacity in
order to produce competent students that could
contribute to sustainable development of the
country”.
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African vocational training colleges define multiple benefits from working together in partnership
with northern schools. First of all, northern schools
can introduce advanced technologies. Of course,
it is important to remain connected with the local
labour market. Secondly, northern schools may
guide African schools in integrating practically
oriented training. Whereas African education is
largely theoretical, the training can become more
relevant with the integration of practical lessons.
School management and teachers can be trained
in how to integrate practical training in the curriculum and how to assess practical skills. Thirdly,
teachers can be trained in applying a learner-cen-
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tered teaching style. This can be part of a larger
set of new didactical approaches that teachers
can be acquainted with.
Fourthly, budgets for vocational and technical
training in many African countries are very limited. Relationships with northern countries may
result in new funds for the training institute. This
may create opportunities for teacher training, the
purchasing of new training materials or technical
hardware to equip the practical training workshop. Teachers and students from the north may
be able to train African schools on how to apply
the hardware or to provide training on maintenance and use.

“Our school would like to benefit
from
financial assistance to better equip
the
schools: to build or improve the sch
ool
building, to make provisions like toil
ets
or workshops, to set up a functionin
g
computer network, or to buy teachin
g
materials, machines and instrument
s
for training.”

For example before the project, two VTCs, located at barely 50 kms from each other, had never
had any formal interactions and the staff in the
two VTCs had never met. Through the partnership, contact was made and they have discovered
that they have a lot to learn from each other.

EXAMPLE

(Teacher African VTC )

Fifthly, the methodology of other countries on
how to link the training offer to the demand of
the labour market is an important added value.
The Netherlands, for example, have a well-functioning system of defining qualification frameworks in collaboration with both schools and
the labour market. The Dutch knowledge centres are particularly able to provide support on
how to set up such systems, either in small or in
extended version.
The functioning of a network is helpful in exchanging lessons. This may seem obvious, yet
institutions tend to have an inside focus. An extended network of the school is perceived as a
plus.

In the end, some schools would like to play a central
role in the region. As knowledge development is an
important precondition for this, support in this respect is helpful.

ase the expertise
“We would like to incre
hope to develop
of our college itself; we
se that can
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ET – with other
share new ideas on TV
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representing an African
(Learn4Work partner
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Also, a more renowned reputation of the college
may in turn attract more students, better staff,
and more means.
A good summary of the motivation for African
schools could be the following summary of a dialogue of various African teachers:

for
“African schools’ main motivation
collaborating is to produce quality
graduates through the synergy
ea
created. The schools hope to produc
ent
graduate who is technically compet
and yet practically oriented. To
achieve this, the schools need to be
well equipped with qualified staff
ture
and with the necessary infrastruc
be
for training. This training should
aligned to the market demands.”
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CASE

Transforming the lives of marginalized
youth in Kenya
After working as an informal casual labourer with no formal skills, a girl from the Nairobi
slums was extremely frustrated by the continuous
bad treatment she received from her employers. It
affected her self-confidence and she was convinced she would never make a good living for herself,
especially as a girl. She got involved in a project by
a Kenyan NGO that provides multimedia design
training for marginalized youth, and combines
that with training in life skills and entrepreneurship. Just recently, she wrote us a letter expressing her gratitude that through our training she is
now confident, can speak her points clearly and is
chasing her dream as a qualified professional. She
is now setting up her own freelance multimedia
design company. (Case story from Learn4Work
project)

NOTES
What can your project look like?
You now have an overview of the context and the
problem in the region you want to target. Also,
the opportunities for African TVET are clear. Now,
describe in a very concrete way how your project
will solve a problem or create opportunities. Make
sure, if you are not from the region yourself, you
cooperate with a local stakeholder.

Which investments in African TVET are
worthwhile?
	Enhance job guarantee by adjusting TVET
curricula to competences needed in the labour market.
	Include more practically oriented training and
develop practically based assessments.
	Prepare trainees for entrepreneurship. Provide
guidance when they start their own business.
	Promote TVET and career paths that are possible with a TVET certificate.
	Invest in teacher training programs, also for
those on the job.
	Invest in training materials and hardware in
schools .

	Create equal access to TVET for girls and
boys.
	Strengthen the capacity of TVET colleges.
For instance, strengthen the functioning of a
Board of Governors, create networks or centres of expertise, develop a track and trace
system to follow graduates.
	Develop short (non-formal) courses to create
opportunities for the poor. An additional benefit is that such courses are easier to adjust to
new developments. Also consider developing
courses with low entry requirements and low
costs, creating better access for poor youth.
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main goa l

proj ect

Gondar on the move
plac e 		
Gondar, north of Ethiopia
part ners hip

Ethiopian Private Vocational College, Dutch NGOs,
Dutch College, Companies

Jobs for 225 unemployed
Ethiopians
sub goa l

Exchange programme for
Dutch vocational students
web site

ww w.gondaronthemove.com

CASE

Gondar on the Move wants to establish a sustainable contribution to improve the practical
dimension of TVET trainings and the labour
market so that young Ethiopians will be able to
enhance their chances of finding a job.
The project is based on an exchange of practical
knowledge and skills between Dutch and Ethiopian vocational institutes, their students and
trainers. Dutch trainers and students will travel
to Gondar to participate in practical trainings
together with their Ethiopian peers. The focus
of the trainings will be on ICT, construction, metal work and automotive. The trainings take
place in a workshop and on the job in a private
company. The training programs are in line with
the standards and requirements provided by the
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Ethiopian government. After having completed
the trainings, the students will be ready for the
COC (Centre of Competence) exam. This COCdiploma is a prerequisite for finding a job in government led sectors. After graduation, students
are coached in finding a job or they are supported
to set up a business of their own.
Dutch trainers and coaches both support the Ethiopian and Dutch students during their trainings.
Ethiopian trainers will receive a ‘train the trainer’
programme so that they can continue to provide
the trainings. Besides TVET institutes from the
Netherlands and Africa, also private companies,
local administration and micro financing bodies
participate in the project. (Source: www.gondaronthemove.com, a Learn4Work project)

TIP

NOTES

Set up a joint training
programme on
entrepreneurship or vocationrelated subjects. Create mutual
exchange through ICT and
visits. Make sure that teachers
from both north and south are
sufficiently equipped to guide
the students.
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Chapter 3

Cooperation: What is the benefit?

Identification of required partners
After the first steps you made in project design
you may realize you will not be able to make the
project a success on your own. You may need
other expertise, stakeholders or networks. Obviously, there is no blue print of the perfect partnership but there are a number of stakeholders that
are highly relevant to have on board, either as
executing partner or as advisory member. Besides
the African TVET sector, these are:
The private sector
The education sector
The NGO sector
The governmental sector
Be aware of the fact that the level of organization
of TVET and the private sector in some African
countries can be limited. Also, that the way the
systems are organized differs per country. To give
you a glance at each actor, in annex 1 you will find
a brief introduction per actor.
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Once you have established the expertise you
need in your project, you can look for the right
partners. What would the different actors have
to offer you? Without wanting to generalize, each
actor has its own type of expertise and particular
reasons could exist to get one on board.

The added value of getting the local business
sector on board of your team:
	To establish a linkage between the labour
market and the TVET sector. Companies
benefit from getting involved and investing in
TVET. TVET graduates are of huge importance
to the labour market.
	They can define and co-develop curricula:
what skills should their employees possess?
What are the future trends?
	They can insert the labour market into
the training, e.g. providing guest lectures,
guiding future students in their career choice,
facilitating traineeships, hosting excursions,
providing in-service training, hosting trainingon-the-job.
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The added value of getting local NGOs on board of
your team:
	They are experts in local development issues.
	They are familiar with the local social, economic
and political situation and have detailed insights
in how various local issues are interrelated.
	They have their roots and are strongly embedded
in their communities.
	They have strong relations with local partners:
women’s organizations, churches, private companies, schools, local government officials.
	They know where to find the necessary information and documents.
	They have access to a network of related specialists (consultants, trainers in intercultural communication, journalists) and are able to assess their
qualities.
	They are also involved in (inter)national debates
on and procedures of development cooperation.
	They are often familiar with project management
and monitoring. It is helpful to enhance the capacity of the local NGO if needed. Particularly smaller
NGOs working in remote areas may benefit from
increased capacity for their own organization.
	They have local fundraising opportunities.
	They are familiar with lobby and advocacy. However, in some countries lobbying and advocacy
is made difficult or even forbidden by law. NGOs
could determine the appropriate approach.

The added value of getting Dutch
schools on board of your team:
	They have the technical expertise in education and are able to provide hands-on
support.
	They can develop and improve the curriculum with more focus on the skills and competences needed for the jobs.
	They can help with setting up and equipping
workshops.
	They can enhance technical and didactical
skills of teachers.
	They can provide support on the inclusion of practical training in curricula and
assessments.
	They can support the adoption of a learnercentered approach.
	They have a broad network of companies
that can be approached for expertise and
funds.
These activities can best be done by teachers.
However, students can have a supporting role.
Examples of student activities are:
	Contributing to installation of new hardware,
e.g. computers.
	Providing practical training, e.g. on software.
	Peer-to-peer exchange, e.g. through a buddysystem. For example, joint training programmes or modules with an internet-exchange.
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TIP

EXAMPLE

In Kenya, Dutch teachers supported an informal training provider in developing and
improving their curriculum and didactic teaching methods. The teachers introduced elements on life skills and entrepreneurship, and
a system to track and trace graduates. They
also advised on how the link to the labour
market could be enhanced. (Example from a
Learn4Work project)

In case long-term commitment
by the private sector is desired, concentrate
on real business involvement and profit
prospects instead of ‘doing good’. So try
to find a clear and direct link between
improving TVET and the core business of the
company. Once the collaboration directly or
indirectly serves the commercial interest of
the company, the commitment will be
much stronger and there will be a
greater chance that resources will
be made available, also on the
longer term.

The added value of getting Dutch NGOs on
board of your team:
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	They can provide technical support.
	They can provide financial support.
	They can provide capacity support on project
management, monitoring and evaluation.
	They can provide access to new knowledge
on technologies, perspectives and expertise.
	They can support local civil society agencies.
	They can broker between north and south
and guide multi-stakeholder approaches.
	They can give the southern partners a more
global perspective, by bringing in the learning and questioning approach. This global
perspective can result in bringing prosperity,
and connecting both adults and youth.

The added value of getting Dutch businesses on
board of your team:
	They can providing technical and vocational
support.
	They can train business people and craftsmen on how to guide and coach trainees.
	They can guide and coach young
entrepreneurs.
	They can provide financial support.
	They can strengthen the management
and financial capacity of NGOs and TVET
institutes.

The added value of getting Dutch ministries on
board of your team:
	They can provide support in connecting the
right people and organizations, e.g. through
the embassies.
	They can provide financial support.
	They can support Dutch schools in their internationalization programme in developing
countries (e.g. infrastructure, financial).
	They can assist in matchmaking with the private sector that could play a role.

It can be helpful to get the local government on
board, to make them owner of the project which
creates opportunities to scale up and continue
the financing. This enhances the sustainability of
the project activities and results. It is important
to keep in mind that it is mainly the responsibility
of the government to offer good quality and relevant public education. Therefore the long-term
objective should be to make TVET interventions
sustainable at government level.

EXAMPLE
In Ethiopia, it is unusual for the government
to intervene in local projects. Local projects
are often poorly funded and the government
is simply uninvolved. Due to lack of funding,
the vocational skills training centres had no electricity.
As the results of our projects were quite visible, we invited mayors of various districts to see the results of
our project. They were so impressed that they started
to support the laying on of electricity at the centres.
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TIP
How to get in touch with the right
partner? Several organizations can facilitate
matchmaking between north and south.
Dutch embassies often have an overview
of Dutch NGOs and businesses that are
active in the country. AgentschapNL has
good matchmaking facilities related to the
private sector. For linkages between TVET
institutes, NGOs like Edukans can help you
with brokering. NGOs often operate
in a limited number of countries but are
able to give advice on which
organizations could be of help.
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Individual benefits
While each actor has its own added value in a
TVET project, each also has its own interest in
getting involved. Obviously, the core interests of
each actor most likely vary. Take for instance TVET
colleges that need to attract a sufficient number
of students for financial sustainability and sufficient success, namely youngsters finding a job.
This means that they need to supply qualitative
skills training. For companies this would be profit
making, which means they need good qualitative
products or services that match the needs of the
market. NGOs may identify their core interest as
assuring sufficient funds for their sustainability in
supporting development work and showing good
results.
How would these different interests fit in a partnership? Actually, there is no problem if different
partners have different individual objectives as
long as they match the overall project goals and
these individual aims are clear to one another.
Transparency is key: To ensure a smooth progress,
avoid hidden agendas.

Benefits for the private sector:
Possible benefits for African companies:
	Opportunity to get a say in the curricula of TVET,
leading to well-equipped future employees.
	Opportunity to select the right future employees
during traineeships and coaching trajectories.
	Opportunity to act socially responsible.
	Opportunity to motivate employees in contributing
to the development of TVET.
Possible benefits for Dutch companies:
	Opportunity to extend services and / or expand
their market leading to an increase in turnover.
	Opportunity to act socially responsible which can
also be used in PR.
	Opportunity to motivate and develop employees
in contributing to development by sharing their
expertise. Involvement in a development project
can be part of a company’s Human Resources
Management.
	Opportunity to recruit future employees through
providing traineeships and guiding trainees.

Nowadays, the involvement of the Dutch private sector in development cooperation is a trend.
While the win-win situation can easily be identified, the Dutch development sector is not yet very
experienced in involving the private sector. Some
considerations that Dutch business partners involved in Learn4Work made in their choice to join
a partnership:
	Good reputation of the organization.
	Good accountability of funds spent on
activities.
	Willingness by NGO to look for opportunities to contribute with own staff in structural
manner, instead of only financial support.
	Connection of the selected projects to own
expertise.
	Structural presence in project country.
	Willingness to think in terms of added value
for all stakeholders.

Ironically, it is often particularly the private sector that is not much
involved in TVET, but that is the main employer of TVET graduates.
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er, Dutch bu

Globalization of the labour market
International experience is perceived as very important for (Dutch) employers. Globalization
of the labour market is spreading rapidly. International mobility of workers is increasing and
more and more companies have international
contacts, foreign employees or branch offices
abroad. Moreover, international contacts are no
longer restricted to certain types of employees:
think of how you cross national borders through
internet nowadays without noticing. And in more
and more countries, like in the Netherlands, society consists of a great variety of nationalities,
employees of any type will have contacts with
clients or customers from other cultures. The
future labour market simply requires employers
that master international entrepreneurial and
communication skills.
While the current economic focus is on western
countries and the upcoming economies like Brazil
and India, many developing countries are preparing themselves to become part of the worldwide
economy. An increasing number of companies
and entrepreneurs are choosing to operate in less
developed countries. Your graduates, the future
employees and entrepreneurs, should be prepared for this global market!

Sometimes Dutch people wonder about the efficiency of students learning technical skills in
a developing country, due to the less advanced
developments. However, students are often
challenged to really acquire the basics of a field
of expertise. Employers value these skills.

NOTES
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Benefits for the NGO sector:
	Opportunity to contribute to development of
TVET.
	Opportunity to serve marginalized youth in
enhancing their opportunities in the labour
market.
	Opportunity to broaden their network, leading to more impact at multiple levels.
	Opportunity to enhance their expertise by learning from other sectors.
	Opportunity to raise new funds for development through cooperation with non-development actors.
	Opportunity to collaborate with the private
sector which may help to sharpen their market orientation, which is crucial for NGOs, as
finding funds for development cooperation is
becoming increasingly difficult.
	Cooperation may create new channels for raising awareness and provides the NGOs with a
new public, that may otherwise be difficult to
contact.
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Benefits for the Dutch TVET sector:
	Opportunity to enrich the curriculum of its
students by setting up exchange programs
(either through ICT or visits). Long-term involvement will create opportunities to embed the international activities in the primary
processes.
	Opportunity to attract students to their college by providing challenging traineeship
programmes.
	Opportunity to act socially responsible which
can also be used in PR.
	Opportunity to strengthen skills of teachers
and staff, e.g. communication skills, thinking
out of the box and problem-solving skills.
	Opportunity to motivate teachers and staff
in contributing to development by technical
assistance programmes. Involvement in a development project can be part of a college’s
Human Resources Management.
	Opportunity to enhance their expertise by learning from other sectors.

“We want the teachers
of our college to take
more initiative. When a
professional does the
same thing year after ye
ar, there is little challen
ge
and they will find out th
at professionalism
becomes outdated very
fast. To keep a fresh vie
w
on matters, we would lik
e to place teachers in a
new, challenging envir
onment, in order to keep
their professionalism at
a high level. The project
plan clearly stated that
the aim of the project is
to
exchange knowledge. Th
at is very important for
our institute. Exchangin
g knowledge keeps the
teachers of the schools
sharp, motivated, fresh
and able to think out of
the box.”

(Learn4Work partner, tea

cher at Dutch VTC)

Students are highly motivated to do traineeships
in Africa. When you ask them why, they answer
that they are attracted by the prospect of:
	Doing good.
	The excitement and adventure: ‘Instead of
backpacking in Africa, you can have an international experience by going to Africa on an
assignment.’
	Learning a foreign language and/or improving their language skills.
	Making international friends.
	Enhancing their career opportunities.
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EXAMPLE
Also introducing real life case studies forms
an added value for students: A Dutch college for commerce and business had an
annual assignment for students to set up a
fictitious trading line with foreign suppliers.
When the college learned that a local NGO
supported an income-generating project for
African women in producing soap, the students were able to work on a realistic assignment and investigate import possibilities
for these women.
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While some schools run short-term projects,
other schools are more interested in long-term relationships with a school in a developing country.
The latter appears to create better learning and
exchange opportunities for both.

Global citizenship in Dutch school
Colleges find that being involved in development
projects effectively helps to raise awareness of
development issues for teachers and students.
Nowadays, almost every Dutch school policy
involves a paragraph on ‘Global Citizenship’.
Global Citizenship becomes more personal and
attractive by being actively involved in a particular development project instead of just reading articles and watching documentaries.

[ Global citizenship makes it clear that you, as an individual, are connected with the rest of
the world. You are a citizen of the place and the country in which you live. Global Citizenship
stimulates not only consciousness of these relationships, interdependence and interactions,
but also active involvement in society based on respect for others and other communities. ]

Be prepared to meet!
Me + You = We
Prepare yourself, your staff, teachers and students for meeting people from other cultures.
Learn more about yourself and your own culture. Make time to learn more about the culture of
those people you are about to meet. How would
you react when you meet peers from other
cultures?
In case of a physical exchange, practical preparation might also be helpful. Think of information about transport, climate, safety, hygiene,
health, living conditions, insurances and responsibilities and what to do in case of an emergency.
You don’t need to re-invent the wheel. Various
organizations provide these kinds of preparation
services.

“When we were in Afric
a, the
cooperation was alway
s very good.
When you link teachers
who have
a common interest, yo
u’ll find that
cultural dif ferences an
d language
problems disappear. I wa
s happy
to see that contacts we
re very
warm and the teachers
were very
interested in each othe
r.”

(Dutch teacher)

NOTES

TVET students can be quite young. Make sure to
provide sufficient guidance on site, for practical,
logistical and social support.
Make sure to prepare both parties for the
encounter!
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Chapter 4

Partnerships: Working in partnership,
how does that work?

Formation of a partnership
It is advisable to find your partners as soon as
possible in the identification process, leaving
sufficient opportunity for getting to know each
other and finding out each other’s strengths and
interests. In the search for potential partners, approach them with a clear message. Make sure you
explain explicitly what you are looking for and
what you expect.

From there, further fine-tuning of the partnership
is essential. Take sufficient time for dialogue to get
to know each other. Ask yourself and your partners
the following questions:
	Are you all envisaging the same goal?
	Do you understand each other’s individual rationales to join the partnership and what each
expects to gain from it?
	Are efforts and investments of each actor
clear?
It could be that you all aim for the same goals, but
individually expected benefits differ. This is no
problem in itself, but these expectations should
be clear to one another. Make sure that you have
clear expectations on each other’s investment and
contribution, financially, in time and in expertise.
Also, some organizations may have no experience
in development cooperation. Discuss about basic
elements like ownership and sustainability.
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Dos
	Take good care that all partners contribute to
the plan to guarantee that all agree on it and
feel committed to it.
	Make sure that the main beneficiaries of the
project, or their representative organizations,
have a strong say in the project.
	Help to build on relationships with all partners in an early phase before the proposal is
composed.
	Be flexible and open to the perspective of the
southern partner.
	Proposed activities and responsibilities should
relate directly to the core business of the different partners.
	Cooperate with legal entities.
	Do inform and involve all levels in your organization from the start, for both decisionmaking and the actual implementation of the
project.
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	Be aware of differences in hierarchy. In the
south, the gap between management and employees can be big. Communication between
these two levels is a prerequisite for the success of the project.
	Make sure that all partners have or develop sufficient support among the board,
management and employers in their own
organizations.

Don’ts
	Don’t adapt too much in favour of the demands of the financial donor.
	Don’t lean too much on a few enthusiastic
people of an organization.
	Don’t think that northern partners cannot learn from southern partners.

Ownership:
	Keep in mind that the southern partners are
responsible for implementation in the south.
	Local stakeholders are the best party to analyze the local situation and the needs. Strangely enough, often northern NGOs have better access to policy and research documents.
	Discuss plans, tasks and opportunities. Southern partners can best take the lead in this
process.
	It’s best to leave lobby and advocacy in southern countries to the southern partners.

lay down
We should discuss and
the start.
our expectations from
e various
When we are clear on th
d
perceptions, interests an
r to make
expectations, it’s easie
a project
agreements and set up
plan that suits all.
(Learn4Work partner)

Receiving partners may feel that they cannot be
too demanding and should be satisfied with any
support. Giving partners may perceive a certain
notion of control as they are the paying partners
for the activities. This notion of giving versus receiving in financial terms should not influence
the equality of partners in the partnership. Remind yourself of the fact that each actor has
his own rationale and expected benefits, either
financial or non-financial.

Although joining a development project can be
profitable to companies in a variety of ways. In
Learn4Work it has proved difficult to find partners
at the initial stage of setting up a partnership and
developing a project. Often, companies joined
at a later stage, when partnerships were able to
show the first results and to clarify what exactly
could be in it for them and which resources were
needed. Companies were then happy to act as a
support organization, providing help with specific
activities, recommendations or services.
Do think about the best way to get the support of
the various boards of the organizations and companies involved. You may wish to rewrite project
information in one’s own jargon and towards the
organizations’ own objectives.
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Convince the board of your school

Coordination

To gain the support of the staff of the school and
the board of directors for your initiative or plans,
consider the following tips:
	Clearly indicate the expected benefits, how to
reduce costs, the obligations and tasks of the
various partners involved. The project should
be in line with the school’s development
agenda.
	In some cases, it works best if the project proposal that is laid before the boards is written
by the college itself. The general proposal can
be submitted as an appendix.
	Colleges are generally overburdened with
work. Show practical solutions on how to lighten the workload.
	Invite board members to participate in learning tours to the project sites.
	Do keep the board posted, but don’t involve
them directly in the implementation of the
project.
Tips expressed by African Learn4Work partners.

If several organizations are involved in a project, it’s good to have a central coordinator to
take up the overall responsibility for the project.
There are several roles and responsibilities to
distinguish:
	The coordinator presents a legal body that
is able to give account to external bodies,
produce financial statements and is able to
impose sanctions if requirements are not
fulfilled.
	The coordinator facilitates the partnership: it
manages the central secretariat and archive
and takes care of the external communication (website, newsletter).
	The coordinator organizes and initiates communication: meetings, committees and keeps a
close eye on keeping everyone involved.
If several organizations within one country are
involved, it is advised to choose a central contact person within each country. This leader
could facilitate local communication, meetings,
etcetera.

“Through coordination and
facilitation of Kenyan partners, our
NGO came up with strategies for
partners’ continuous linking and
sharing of experiences within the
available resources. Meetings are
organised to ensure that everyone
is in agreement on the best
way forward and this focus and
commitment is kept by all.”
)
(Learn4Work partner, Kenyan NGO

“We have a large project and the
partnership consists of many partne
rs.
At first we didn’t know each other
at
all, which was a bit of an obstacle.
As
we didn’t know each other and we
also
didn’t work together with a local NG
O
in Ghana, it was quite hard bringin
g
together all Ghanaian partners. Mo
st
connections remained bilateral, i.e.
directly to and from the Netherlan
ds
rather than amongst each other.”

(Learn4Work partner, Dutch NGO)

In all of the 8 partnerships established within the Learn4Work programme, a Dutch organization had the
lead of the project. Dutch and African partners discussed what caused this, but no clear reason came
out. Are Dutch partners too direct, too quick, maybe
even too arrogant? Are African partners too passive,
too polite, too slow? It is because of differences in
communication styles? Or simply because the overall
programme coordination is in the Netherlands? In any
case, it can be debated to lay the overall coordination
in the hands of the southern partner.
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Formalization of the partnership
Once the partnership is complete and each other’s
expectations are clear, it is important to formalize
the partnership. You may use a Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) to formalize agreements.

Elements of a Memorandum of
Understanding:
	Data of the lead partner and all other
partners.
	Project goal.
	Roles and responsibilities of each partner.
	Total investment, contributions in time, financing and expertise of each partner.
	Agreements on the communication and project administration.
	Duration of the project / validity of the
MoU.
	Exit strategy in case a partner has to leave
the partnership for one reason or another.

TIP
Keep in mind that
expectations are often
implicit and only become
apparent at a later stage.
So hold regular evaluations
to see if expectations are
still met.

partners
“You should realize that
rienced
may not be equally expe
. So this
in development projects
on a
requires some attention
rtners
regular basis to avoid pa
might be
from doing things that
all goal.”
in conflict with the over
(Learn4Work partner, Du
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tch NGO)

How does your partnership aim to cooperate
and communicate?
Successful and pleasant cooperation between
various organizations requires clear communication. We would like to present you with some tips
to help you to create a smooth partnership;

TIP
Budget for mutual
preparation visits!

Personal contact
In many cultures, personal contacts are the
driving force. When starting a partnership
make sure you also invest in a relationship
to get to know each other and to find out
each other’s expectations. Mutual visits to
the other country may seem expensive, but
they pay off, as they help you to understand
the living and working conditions of your colleagues abroad. It will help to avoid misunderstandings that may arise at a later stage.
In general, it is easier to communicate with
someone you have met in person than only
by e-mail or telephone. It also contributes to
keep the spirit alive.

“An exchange visi
t of the
southern partner
to the
Netherlands has
been a good
way of contributin
g to the
process and had a
positive ef fect
on confidence an
d trust in our
partnership.”

(Learn4Work partn

er, Dutch teacher)
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“The northern
NGOs could p
ay
more attentio
n to communic
ation,
and a better u
nderstanding
o
f the
way the south
ern partners w
ork
and handle th
ings and finally
they
could show a
little more flex
ibility
in their way o
f working.”

(Learn4Work pa

rtner, Kenyan

V TC )

project we tend to
“We found that in our
nd priority as we
put the project at seco
daily af fairs. Yet
get wrapped up in our
rtnership meetings
formal and informal pa
eciated by the
are always highly appr
result in stimulating
participants and often
.”
contacts and new ideas
(Learn4Work partner)

“Organizing this, that and the other in the
partner county from the Netherlands often
fails. Even if you send lots of emails and you
think everything has been dealt with or it
has been taken care of, sometimes when
you arrive there, nothing much really has
been taken care of. Still, people there can
improvise quickly and it all turns out fine
in the end. People actually don’t use email
much. They do all have mobile phones.”
(Learn4Work partner, Dutch NGO)
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Keep paying attention to the functioning of the
partnership
Even if the project is well underway, it is essential
to keep investing in the partnership. Are all partners satisfied with the cooperation? Is the set-up
of the partnership adequate to address the set objectives? Is each partner functioning as was agreed
upon during the planning phase? Make sure you
share your ideas or concerns. To keep the spirit of
the partnership alive, you may want to organize an
additional meeting.

“After our first visit to Africa, contacts were lost
when we got back to the Netherlands. Everyone is
very busy with the daily business and the project had
less priority. That was one of the items for discussion
during the second meeting. It’s important that people in the north and in the south who work together
in the project stay in touch with each other by mail
or by phone.” (Learn4Work partner, Dutch VTC)

Be aware of your different cultural backgrounds.
Communication is the charm and the risk in international projects. Even if all partners speak English,
there will still be differences in language skills,
pronunciation, communication style and cultural
background that hinder smooth communication.

Appoint the right contact persons in your organization. Be aware that the level of hierarchy varies
between the Dutch and African culture. An African Learn4Work partner mentioned that he was
the contact person for his organization but he
was not allowed to receive emails addressed directly to him; emails were only accepted as a copy
to an email sent to his boss. In another project,
the principal was appointed as contact person.
Messages were addressed to him, but as he was
always so busy, messages were never forwarded
to the persons involved in the project.
Dos and don’ts
	Do archive emails, reports and other documents. You could
choose to also create a central archive, available for all partners. An example is a wiki.
	Do not expect that information is directly understood by the
recipient. Remember you have different backgrounds.
	Do not appoint a colleague of your own organization who
may be (temporarily) present in the other country as main
contact person. Although it may be tempting to communicate with colleagues or volunteers/students that are located
on site, you are likely to pass over your international partner
and hamper their involvement.
	Don’t address your main contacts only and assume that they
will forward it to others. If you have important information to
share, share it with everyone concerned.
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Chapter 5

Results: What are you going
to achieve and how?

With a clear picture of the case and context, you
will now develop clear goals and results you aim
to achieve.

Objectives of the project
Describe what you want to achieve with your
project. What is your ultimate goal, your vision
or dream? And what are the achievements on the
short-term? It helps to distinguish your long-term
and short-term objectives.

EXAMPLE

Expected results of the project
Describe in SMART terms what results exactly
you aim to achieve with your project. Next, you
will be more able to plan activities with a timeline
and to design a financial budget. Also, it will help
you to monitor the progress during the implementation phase and the end results after finishing
the project.

If we take a look at the ‘Gondar on the Move’ project (page 28), the long-term
objective is employment of Ethiopian youngsters. On the short term the aim is
to improve the relevance of the training for youngsters and to support them in
getting a certificate.
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TIP
It helps you to bring focus in the project when
you make SMART results. SMART means:
Specific
the result is clear and unambiguous:
what is it exactly that you want to accomplish? Formulate
your goal as specific actions, behaviour, results. To be
measured in quantities (numbers, amounts, percentages)
Measurable
specify how much/how many and how to measure
Attainable
is the objective realistic (not a bridge too far)
Acceptable
is there enough support to be able to reach the goals?
Relevant
is the outcome worthwhile and does it address a need
Time-bound
explains when the result is realized and
whether it is a feasible planning
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How are you going to achieve the results?
Strategy
Describe the strategies you need to achieve the
results. This answers on how you will achieve your
goals. These strategies could be innovative but
make sure to do some research on good practices
and pitfalls of previous projects. NGOs are likely
to have lots of experience.

“Both our Ethiop
ian and Dutch
partners have lear
ned from our
cooperation in te
rms of managem
ent
procedures, desc
ribing output and
outcome and in te
rms of defining th
e
expected results
in a SMART way.”

(Learn4Work partn

er)

Shipment of goods

Activities, time planning and responsibilities

For a long time, TVET has not received much attention from African governments. This has led to many educational institutes
with poor materials. It may seem a great idea to ship second hand
or even new goods from the Netherlands to the African schools,
but practice proved there are various reasons to advise against
shipment of hardware/equipment:
	Shipment is often more expensive than initially expected.
Cost for transport, taxes or customs often exceed the budget.
The actual savings compared to purchasing new hardware
locally may therefore be limited.
	Purchasing hardware locally will stimulate the local
economy.
	With local purchase, it is also easier to get service and support
from the retailer.
	A machine might work on particular materials that are hard
to get locally.
	Knowing how to operate and maintain the equipment is crucial. If the specific type and model of the equipment is not
available locally, this knowledge may not be available either.
Also, spare parts for reparations may not be available.
	The model that is sent over may not be the kind or type that
is appropriate for the local situation, so that students will be
trained in equipment they will never use in their jobs.
If you do decide to ship goods, look at organizations that are
experienced, like Gered Gereedschap.

List all activities that are required to be carried out in
order to reach the project results. Be as exhaustive
as possible as this enables you to plan properly.
It is helpful to make a complete schedule of activities including a time planning. This planning provides insight into the attainability of the project and
leads to a time span of the project. In case you write
a project plan for subsidy, the time span is given as
a restriction by the donor. In case you will start a
cooperation for this project, it is helpful to appoint
a responsible organization for each activity.

TIP
Take into account that
organizations may use a certain
calendar, for school or national
holidays. For example, in
Ethiopia another calendar is
used than the one used by the
Dutch, resulting in different
national holidays.
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EXAMPLE

Project plan
Objectives
Long-term objective: to increase employment opportunities for Kenyan youngsters
Short-term objective: to improve the quality of TVET in western Kenya
Results
Result 1: two training courses are developed in November
Result 2: 5 teachers are trained in the subjects of each new course
Result 3: 250 youngsters are trained during a six-month training course
Result 4: 75 youngsters found employment within 3 months after graduation
Result 5: a long-term relationship between Ethiopian and Dutch VTC is established
Activities
Result
1. Two training
courses developed
in November

Activity
1.1 Find expert
1.2	Develop training
courses
1.3 Test training course
with two groups
1.4 	Finalize training
courses

Timeline
April
May-August

Responsible organization
NGO
Dutch and African VTC

SeptemberOctober
November

African VTC
Dutch and African VTC

Individual objectives
For transparency, you may want to write down individual objectives of the partnership partners
in the project plan.
For a Dutch VTC, an objective could be: to set up a teacher and student mobilization programme.
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Dos and don’ts

Go - no go

	Take your time to develop the plans.
	Discussing and considering various concepts of the plan will make it stronger.
	As African TVET is central to the project,
African colleges should have the lead in
formulating the needs and the project
plans, in collaboration with the African
private sector
	African colleges should assess whether
planned or provided assistance by partners, such as new teaching materials, are
applicable to the local situation.
	Make sure that activities are planned at
a convenient time for all key partners.
School schedules are often fixed. Planning can be complicated.

During the preparation phase, it is helpful to build in
a go/no go moment. There are three key questions
to take into consideration:
	Is the project plan feasible?
	Do you have a positive business case?
	Are the project and its outcome sustainable?

Feasibility: Do assess whether the project ideas that
have developed from the very first moment to now,
are still feasible and meeting the demands of the
final target group. Possibly, in your enthusiasm you
may have lost track.
Business case: Calculate the business case: what
are the expected investments and what are the
expected benefits? Will the investments pay off
and are they worth the costs? If not, you may need
to reconsider starting up the project. Or you may
need to rethink the chosen strategies and look for
different interventions. Remind yourself of the fact
that the returns are not only financial, but could
also be social.
Sustainability: Are the project outcomes sustainable, in terms of guaranteed continuation or having them embedded in the core processes of the
organizations?
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Chapter 6

Financial planning: What does your
project cost and how can these costs
be covered?

After in-depth planning of results and activities,
you can develop the financial planning. This planning includes the expected costs of all project activities and coordination and how you expect to
cover these costs, the resources.

Dos and don’ts Expenditures
Draft a budget with use of the activity list.
	Distinguish personnel costs, materials and
other costs.
	Appoint part of the project budget and time
planning on ‘linking and learning’. This is also
to ensure time for documenting experiences
and attendance of seminars and workshops.
	In long-term projects, include inflation in your
calculations.
	Include a percentage of about 5% for contingencies: these are reserved for unexpected
costs.
	Do not forget to include indirect and administrative costs, think of overhead, accounting, audit, etc. It is common to calculate
about 8 to 10% of the total budget for project
administration.
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TIP
Dos and don’ts Resources
For the financial sustainability
of the project, it can be helpful
to only fund investments from
subsidies. Regular or running
costs can better be covered by
own funds. Once the subsidy or
donor contribution ends, your
organization will be more likely
to be capable to continue to
cover the running costs.

“Money is about trust,
responsibility, power.
and
Transparency, equality
m
clear communication fro
ces!”
the start, is key in finan
quotes
(Combination of dif ferent
from L4W partners)
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	Create an overview of all resources that are
needed to implement the project.
	Make a division of resources that you and
the partners can contribute yourselves, and
resources that can be covered by a particular
fund or require further fundraising.
	Include contributions in time (the cost of time
spent by staff), in materials (e.g. the value of
natural resources provided by the community)
and in cash (money).
	Bear in mind, that for some organizations it is
easier to come up with funds, while others can
contribute with services (time, expertise) or
goods. You might also want to consider things
like printing facilities, web-mastering, facilitation of meetings, translating. Contributing
in kind by all partners could stimulate active
involvement by all.

EXAMPLE
Result

Resource

Activity

1. Two trai- 1.2 Develop Teacher
ning courses training
developed
courses

Unit

Unit cost

Project manager

Month

€ 1,200

Project assistant

Month

€ 1,000

Teacher VTC

Month

€ 1,000

Field officer

Month

€ 1,000

Consultant

Day

€

300

Computer

#

€

600

Etc. …

Printer

#

€

200

Audit

Personnel

1.3 Test
training
courses

Investments
…

Unit price

#

Cost

300

3

€ 900

Day

Printed
training
manuals

#

€

3

100

€ 300

Teacher

Day

€

300

3

€ 900

Travel
costs

Lump
sum

€

200

2

€ 400

…

…

…

…

…

Audit

#

1,500

1

€ 1,500

€

Subtotal

Materials
Printed training
manuals

Resources Unit

#

€

3

Local travel costs

Lump sum

€

200

International
travel
costs, incl. visa

Lump sum

€ 1,500

Audit

#

€ 1,500

Other

€ 4,000

Project
administration

8%

€ 320

Contingencies

5%

€ 200

Total

€ 4,520
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TIP

Dos and don’ts

Do you have sufficient resources
or is there a gap in costs
and resources? Look at the
opportunities for fundraising,
e.g. from subsidies. The added
value of cooperation in a multisectorial partnership is that you
have access to a wider range of
subsidies.

	Do draft the budget together
	Do include direct and indirect costs
	Do agree on administrative guidelines
	Do accept that tariffs of labour or materials
differ per country
	Do divert project funds
	Do keep all invoices related to the project
	Do jointly evaluate financial reports and adjust budgets during implementation phase if
required
	Do not abuse the budget
	Do not spend money without your partners’
agreement
	Do not delay remittance of funds
	Do not engage in unsustainable activities
	Do not hide financial information

Financial reporting
Make clear agreements on financial reporting
from the start. Check the obligations for financial
reporting and fine-tune them with the financial
department in your organization and with the financial departments of your partners. If necessary,
you could draft clear formats for budget-keeping,
time-keeping, and fee calculations. Agree upon the
frequency and timing of the financial reporting.
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Avoid unilateral decision-making on finances by
the donor partners, as this sometimes happens,
according to the following quote by a Dutch Learn4Work partner: “Budget decisions were mainly made by us, the Dutch partners, as the funds
were mainly generated by us.”

s must
“All financial document
s in the
be shared by all partner
and in
project both in the north
must know
the south. All partners
d should
the approved budget an
on the
receive periodic reports
rtner
projects. The funding pa
time to
should transfer funds on
ntation of
facilitate timely impleme
partner in
project activities. Each
ge its own
the project should mana
funds.”
(African Learn4Work pa

rtner)

TIP
At this stage, include a
go/ no go- moment: if
you see no opportunity to
finalize the budget with
your partnership, you may
decide to stop further
planning of the project.

Raising funds and awareness
Dutch schools prove to be effective fundraisers,
whether at institutional or at individual level.
Students especially appear to be very much innovative and creative in organizing fundraising activities, such as sportive and culinary events, product selling and so on. To support their students,
schools could promote the project on the website
or motivate the students by initiatives such as
doubling the funds that they have collected. For
communicationgoals, students
who do a traineeship in a developing country
could,
besides
raising
funds,
be assigned to
giving presentations or writing
articles for the
website, school
newsletter or local newspaper.
For examples and tips (in Dutch) on how to organize fundraising activities take a look at
	www.best4work.com
	www.inactievooredukans.nl
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A nice way to stimulate fundraising is to show
the audience the proceeds so far. E.g. on the
project website or the different websites of the
partners. Example from a Learn4Work project,
See www.best4work.com
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Appendix 3 (page 105) presents some tips
on how to organize fundraising activities.

Organizing finances and financial
administration
Although development projects commonly rely
on financing from the north, it is recommended
that southern partners do contribute in one way
or another. Contributions can be in cash but also
in kind. Consider for instance not only working
hours, but also offering food and drinks or materials and resources like ground or building materials. This will help people and organizations to feel
more responsible. It is also crucial for the financial
sustainability of the project. Do consider whether
the time needed for administration covers the inkind contribution.
Smaller African development organizations often have little experience in project management,
budgeting, administration and accounting. A
more experienced NGO or company representative can help them to build capacity on this. Southern contribution is realized easier, if southern
partners collaborate and put an effort into lobbying for funding. The NGO can take the lead in
this.
The project requires a clear financial administration, a budget and transparent management.
Southern partners have to be involved in develo-

ping the budget and in particular in designing the
budget for local activities.
Financial project management takes time, often
more than estimated especially if several partners
from different countries are involved. It requires
clear procedures and formats.
As the lead partner, working at a distance from
your partners, it is even more difficult. So it is
preferable to appoint one coordinator per country for the overall coordination, management
and administration. The partners should not only
rely on written reports. Mutual visits to discuss
finances, spending, incomes and the report are
recommended.
The lead partner is in charge of the overall administration and responsible for the finances in the
project. There should be transparency on budget,
spending and the incomes of the project. The progress needs to be evaluated on a regular basis and
adjusted if needed.
The financial planning needs regular monitoring
and re-planning as a project always has unexpected costs and activities. Or during implementation, it might turn out that some costs were not
included in the budget. It will be problematic if the
budget has no flexibility to solve these issues.
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Example from company on financing their involvement in a TVET project
“Part of our company foundation budget is to
make available the knowledge of our own employees. Our company pays the travel and accommodation costs as well as other related costs,
like visas and vaccinations of employees who go
to Kenya for these projects. Furthermore we have
set up staff-arrangements that enable employees to make a contribution to the project, and
that also represent a financial value. We for instance have the 50/50 arrangement: employees
who go to Kenya for the foundation need to take
annual leave for half of the days of their absence,
the other half is accounted for by the company.
Also dealing with the absence (the daily value of
the employee, expressed in labour) is the responsibility of the company.“ (Learn4Work partner,
Dutch private sector)

Financial conditions Learn4Work
The financial structure of Learn4Work, being
34% contribution from the fund in relation to
66% own contribution, emphasizes the need to
look for other partners, funders and support for
the project. It requires lobbying and awareness
raising. The initial idea to (financially) involve
partners from the private sector in Learn4Work
turned out to be more difficult than expected. It
requires a new approach. It has been proven that
it is especially difficult to involve private sector
partners at the start of a project. It is often more
easy, to involve them as soon as you are able to
show results and what can be in it for them.
Involvement of the private sector should not only
be based on corporate social responsibility, but
also on real business involvement and prospects.
Financing in general for Learn4Work-like projects could be approached more from a business
perspective and oriented towards sustainability.
This requires a new way of looking at projects
from the perspective of the NGOs.
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Chapter 7

Measuring results: Why and how
do you measure your successes?

You, as well as your management, would most
likely want to know the effects of your efforts. Is
the project successful? How is the implementation
going? Are you facing certain and unexpected obstacles along the way? Regular monitoring and
evaluation helps you to gain an insight into your
achievements and reasons for deviations. Also,
if necessary, it will help you to adjust your plans
between times and the strategy as a whole.
Monitoring takes place at four levels: input, output, outcome and impact level. To facilitate monitoring, you create clear indicators and plan how to
gather the information, e.g. who, when and how
(interview, using secondary data). Thus, describe
the method for measuring the indicators, so when
you choose several moments for measuring, you
apply the same method.

TIP
Showing your results will
convince the target group, partners
and donors of the impact of
your project. It may help you to
attract new donors to invest in the
intervention. Good results and
clear information on the
approach create a good basis
for up-scaling.
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Monitoring protocol: what do you measure
and how to gather the information

What to measure: Number of days between
finalizing the TVET course and employment
(for boys & for girls)
Count the number of days between the date
that the TVET course is finalized (graduation
date) and the date that the participant starts
working. One can distinguish salaried employment or self-employment. In both cases the
number of days can be counted. Distinguish
boys and girls.
How to measure: organize a tracer study or
alumni activities, like a day back to school 6
months after graduation. During this event the
participants fill out a short questionnaire and
whether they have found work can be one of
the questions. When answered with yes, ask
since when.
(Example from the Learn4Work monitoring protocol)
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Levels of measuring results
Input = the cash and kind you put
into the project.

Materials, manpower

Output = the specific results of the
project, activity level.

Training materials developed
adjusted to labour market

Outcome = the results of the project for the target group, related to
the short-term objectives.

Youth trained in relevant skills

Impact = the results of the project
on the broader society, also
unintended results. Related to the
short-term objectives.

Youth unemployment decreased (possible unintended impact: access to food improved)

Different types of information may require different monitoring approaches. Besides quantitative information, you may want to add qualitative
monitoring methods to add value to your project
information. One example:
The most significant change. This technique is a
form of participatory monitoring and evaluation.

It is participatory because many project stakeholders are involved both in deciding the sorts of
change to be recorded and in analyzing the data.
It takes place throughout the programme cycle
and provides information to help people manage
the programme. It provides data on impact and
outcomes that can be used to help assess the performance of the programme as a whole.

NOTES

TIP
Develop the monitoring
system with all partners. The African partners
should be leading in what they can measure and by
using which methods. Each partner may need
particular information. Discuss what type of
information is relevant and attainable to gather
and what to leave out, e.g. to avoid too much time
investment in monitoring. However, some information
can be of such importance that you may decide to invest
more time and resources. For example,
to be able to measure the number of
graduates that found a job, which is the
ultimate goal of TVET,
you need a track and trace system.
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A helpful instrument is to use the activity list you
already developed and add two columns: one for
progress indications and one for explanations for
possible deviations. If desired, add measures which
you plan to implement, to adjust your planning.
Result
Activity
1. Two training courses
1.1 Find expert
developed in November 1.2	Develop training
courses
1.3 Test training course
with two groups
1.4 	Finalize training
courses
Result
Result 1: two training
courses are developed in
November
Result 2: 4 teachers are
trained in the subjects of
the new course
Result 3: 100 youngsters
are trained during a sixmonth training course
Result 4: 75 youngsters
find employment within 3
months after graduation
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Indicator
# of short courses
developed
# of teachers trained
in the subjects of the
new course
# of trained
youngsters
# of graduated youth
that are employed

For the overall results, you define indicators and
list the planned achievements versus actual. A
column for explanations enables you to briefly
give information on the reasons for deviations or
unexpected outcomes, if applicable.
Progress indications
√
√

Measure
-

Training tested with 1 group

Test with one
group, January
- Training course not finalized, February
waiting for testing
Planned
1

4

30

75

Actual Explanation
2 Slow start because testing took
longer
6 A third school joined the project,
two teachers per school are
trained
0 Slow start. Due to third school,
it is expected more youngsters
will be trained
40 Difficult start-up. The project
team lacked capacity to provide
job services at the third school.
Training required

When do you monitor?
You may expect monitoring should start once
you start implementing. Yet, a first measurement
should be done before you start your intervention,
also called a baseline. This baseline-study forms
the basis on which you measure the actual progress during and after the project. Through monitoring between times you can adjust your planning
and if required change your strategy.
The better the project has been prepared, the
easier it is to implement. Actually, once you have
developed clear plans on activities, resources,
roles, responsibilities and monitoring, it is a matter of carrying out these plans. However, do note
that there are always unforeseen aspects. Regular
monitoring will help you to gain insight into the
progress and help you to decide upon adjustments
for the project if needed. An example from Gondar
on the Move: the project aimed to support unemployed graduate students by providing them with
traineeships to gain more working experience. The
traineeships did not attract many applicants. One
of the teachers explained: ‘The traineeships are unpaid. Most of our trainees come from low income
farmer families. They understand the importance
of the training for their future career, but as they
are poor, they want to be paid during the training

period. People in Ethiopia have a different concept
of unpaid and voluntary work than Dutch people.
Due to their poverty, people do not have the time
and money to do voluntary or training work.’
Measuring the impact often requires more time.
The indicators align with the long-term objective
of the project. It can be helpful to continue monitoring the impact up to 5 years after implementation
to learn to what extent your project has been successful and achieved the expected goals.

Financial information
On top of qualitative and quantitative information, also monitor financial results. This will help
you to create bench-marks for your project activities which is helpful for follow-up planning and
up-scaling. For example, you will be able to calculate what it costs to develop one course or to train
a number of teachers or students. Also, you can
gain insight into the share of costs that is spent on
project management in relation to the implementation. All this information will help you to identify
opportunities for a more efficient approach.
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Set up a track & trace system
Besides linking your progress sheet to benchmarks, it can be helpful to link it to financial data:
if you have spent the budget but you have not carried out all activities, you will face a shortage of
budget. By monitoring, you are enabled to take
action to guarantee the success of the project.

African NGOs are often experienced in close
monitoring and they are in a good position to
take on this role. They could call all partners
to discuss and analyze the progress and check
whether the project requires adaptations. In
case progress is disappointing and you see no
opportunity for improvement, you may consider ending the project.
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Tracing students after graduation will help to
measure the effectiveness of the training: for instance to find out whether graduates have found a
job within a reasonable amount of time. Set up an
alumni network, e.g. through Facebook or other
social media, which in the current era, is also feasible in Africa. Organize alumni network meetings.
Generally speaking, alumni feel enthusiastic about
staying in touch with their schools. They will also
benefit from joining the network for their employment opportunities and future career.
These tracing systems have another benefit, the
fact that alumni will be your entry point into the
labour market. You see, the graduates ‘are’ the
labour market. They may contribute to adjust
the TVET-curricula to the demands of the labour
market. More than anyone else, they are capable
of evaluating the training they had (what skills learned in school were useful, what did they miss?)
and to inform the school on new trends and innovations. They could also host traineeships, arrange field visits or guest lectures or motivate their
employers to become involved.

Since each partner in a partnership is
likely to have a different reason to have
joined it, each one may demand different indicators. For example, a Dutch
VTC may be interested in the effects
of internationalization for students or
teachers while these data would not
be relevant for the main aim of the development project. Negotiate with the
partners on what research or monitoring components to include in the budget and planning.

Creating a user-friendly
administration for all partners
Documenting is very helpful to monitor
the progress and results of the project.
It will help you to improve the quality of
the project and to render account to donor parties. Make sure you prepare reports on content (progress in activities
and results, meeting and travel reports)
and on finances.

Dos and don’ts
	Report in the same formats as you used for the project plan.
This helps you to easily compare plans versus realizations.
	Request all partners to use the same formats for activities,
monitoring and finances to enable easy comparing and adding of individual results.
	Provide information on deviations: what are the deviations
and what are the reasons. The reality is dynamic, you cannot plan everything ahead. Deviations could be positive
or negative. In case of delays, inform about how you will
proceed in order to catch up.
	Think about the purpose of reporting: what exactly do you
want to achieve with each type of report and who is the
audience.
	Sit down with all partners to fine-tune how to manage and
interpret project administration.
	Think about who will do what – and make use of everyone’s expertise. It will be easier for schools to collect data
on school results and for NGOs to look into the project’s
progress.
	Appoint colleagues who like to do administrative tasks and
are good at it in case you don’t feel equipped yourself.
	Agree on each person’s responsibility and on deadlines.
	Do agree on the consequences if results are not met.
	If reporting requirements by a donor are unclear, ask for
clarification.
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Chapter 8

Sustainability: How to guarantee
continuation of your intervention?

Sustainability
Once you have a clear picture of what you are
going to do, with who and with what funds, you
may feel ready to start. Though, we would like
to trigger you to think ahead: what if the project
has ended or if funding ends? Would you and your
partners be able to continue the activities? It may
seem far ahead, yet it is really important to think of
this issue of sustainability right from the start.
Sustainability is important at multiple levels. It
includes the cooperation, capacity, finances and
the way activities are embedded in the primary
processes of your organization.
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of any project shou
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end at one point
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time. At that tim
ey will come back
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Relevant subjects which should be taken care
of by yourself and by your partners:
	Are there activities, either to continue or
which require follow-up, e.g. respectively training activities and up-scaling, after the project ends?
	Would you and/or your partners have sufficient human capacity to continue or to give
follow-up to the work?
	Would you and/or your partners have sufficient financial capacity to continue or to give
follow-up to the work? You may need to establish new financial resources.
	Are the activities sufficiently embedded in
your organization? This means that the project activities are part of the core processes
of your organization instead of add-on. This
may involve attribution of staff and finances.
Each partner can have its own type of activities that are to be embedded.

	You might aim at influencing policy at a higher level, e.g. at governmental level, in order
to have them take over the financing of the
activities, leading to secured continuation.
Connect before starting the project!
	If the project strategy proves to be effective
and efficient, it can be helpful to document
your experiences and share these with others.
Calculate sufficient budget for linking and
learning, possibly also after the project has
ended and when all results and insights are
available.
	Do you expect to continue the cooperation
after the project ends? Do you have time
and resources to continue investments in the
partnership?

Ask yourself the above questions. You probably
need to plan to undertake activities that lead to
sustainability. Plan and calculate beforehand! Or

you may conclude that sustainability cannot be
guaranteed for one reason or another. Then, you
may need to rethink your project plans.
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Investing in government relations may require
some of your time:
Embedding in your organization
In Kenya, government officials are periodically transferred to another position. The principal of one of the
schools involved in our project was replaced by someone who had no prior affinity with the project at first.
Luckily, one of his employees could stimulate him to
get to know more about it. In the end, he became enthusiastic about the project and saw the opportunities that the project had to offer to his school.
Experience from a Learn4Work project.

NOTES

Though it is likely that a project will have different organizational implications for each partner,
each of them should ensure good anchoring of
the project. Plan ahead who and which departments should be involved. Projects that are carried out by only one person in an organization can
be very fragile. Consider whether the project activities will remain a single-time event or whether
they should be integrated in the primary process
of the organization. The latter will require a different approach. For example, two Dutch colleges
embedded the international activities in the core
curriculum, which facilitated resources for staff
and activities from the educational budget.

Be aware that formal VTCs face difficulties in
implementing activities that are different from
the formal curriculum. They have little room in
terms of flexibility of curricula, time and funds
to engage in extra activities. Efforts to adapt the
standard curriculum are often tedious: changing
national standards is a time-consuming process.
A lobby with examples of effective instruments is
needed.
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“Learn4Work has enco
uraged us to
re-examine our usual wa
ys of working
and to find out what as
pects needed
to be improved. The ma
rket survey has
been of great value to
them: ‘We are
now changing a whole
course because of
the results of the labou
r market survey
we did via Learn4Work.
We found out
from the market that th
ere is a need for
specialization. Howeve
r, we were training
our students in genera
l, thereby producing
graduates who knew a
little about
everything but who we
re not an expert
at one area. This made
it hard for them to
cope in a specialized te
am in a company’.”
(Learn4Work
partner, Kenyan VTC)
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Chapter 9

Celebration: How do you communicate
your experiences to a broader audience?

Does your project deliver good results? Have expected outcomes been achieved? Time for a celebration of the achievements! Don’t hesitate to
communicate your successes. You may be stimulated to continue your cooperation or you might
stimulate others to follow in your footsteps.
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Networking
It may help you to connect with like-minded organizations to share experiences or to get access to
new actors. It is often appreciated to have access
to platforms to share and learn. For example, the
Writeshop participants, who are at the basis of this
book, very much appreciated the gathering:
	‘Discussing and sharing with different partners
was eye-opening.’
	‘It gave a sharper focus on the goal of our work
in Africa.’
	‘Great for networking and experiencing how
everybody is working towards the same
goals.’
As each partner in your partnership has different
networks, you can have a large reach! Share your
experiences to motivate others to take over the
good work!
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er, Dutch NGO)

“Through this social network of
Learn4Work, my college from wes
tern
Kenya has been able to secure pos
itions
for industrial traineeship of our stu
dents
at an informal training centre in Kitu
i,
south east of Nairobi, where they
will join
exchange-students from Dutch sch
ools.
Kenyan schools are also interested
in
borrowing the Business Entrepren
eurship
School Training (BEST) Model pilo
ted in
Ethiopia, in which students are adv
anced
some money to start a business und
er the
guidance of a teacher to prepare the
m for
life after school so that they becom
e selfemployed. All this has been made
possible
by the forum created by Learn4Wo
rk.”

(Staff member African agricultural

college)

TIP
These days, you can use a wide variety of media,
e.g. internet (websites, blog, wiki), e-mail, social
media, mailings, radio and television. Involve the
communication department in your organization
to give you advice on this.

A wiki is a place on the internet
where you can archive documents and provide updates.
In case your partnership or
partners may perceive it as an
added value, you could decide
to develop a forum where all
partners could upload information and post messages.
Make a clear plan about what
exactly you aim to do with
such a tool in order to make a
good selection of the medium
you are going to use.

Use a corporate image
for all internal and
external communication,
as this helps to feel part
of a common project.

NOTES
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(Learn4Work partner, Du

tch NGO)

“The partnership proje
ct has had a big influenc
e
on general curriculum
delivery, i.e. by use of
simple but ef fective me
thods and development
of training materials. It
has also helped in
curriculum improvemen
t in terms of content su
ch
as livestock enterprises
and value addition of
farm produce. The visit
to our Kenyan partner
school gave us a dif feren
t look on livestock
husbandry practices.
The improved quality of
trainings has enabled
the rural youngsters to
be more self-sufficient
in food and incomes fro
m their farming
enterprises. This has he
lped them gain more
confidence in pursuing
general development
issues within their comm
unities.”
(Le
arn4Work partner, Kenya

n VTC)
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Appendix 1

Learn4Work - an introduction

Learn4Work is a programme focussing on improving access to and quality of Technical Vocational
Education and Training (TVET) in Africa, including
its relevance for the labour market. Learn4Work
aims at offering employment opportunities to
youth in Africa, through which they are able to
participate in society, contribute to economic development and ensure a stable income, leading to
enhanced food security. The programme started
in 2008 and is coordinated by Edukans. In May
2012 we started the second phase of the programme. The skills demand of the private sector
will be leading in this second phase. The programme will be implemented by different partnerships
in five countries: Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda and Ghana.
The long-term, overall objective of Learn4Work
is “To contribute to substantial and sustainable
income for youth, and particularly those who are
marginalized for one reason or another”
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The main objective of Learn4Work for the midterm is “to realize access to improved quality
vocational education in Africa, which ensures its
relevance for the labour market”. To achieve this
main objective, the programme has four operational objectives:
1.	To improve access to vocational education
and training in Africa.
2.	To enhance the quality and relevance of vocational education to the demands of the labour
market.
3.	To sustainably embed good practices at institutional level of TVET providers.
4.	To include new actors in development cooperation, the education and private sector in
particular and to strengthen the Learn4Work
network.

Technical Vocational Education and Training
(TVET) and the labour market
Youth unemployment is a problem in many African
countries. Youngsters deal with lack of job opportunities and opportunities to start a business of their
own. This does not only have a negative impact at
the individual level, it also affects social and economic development at community and national
level. A labour force with technical and vocational
skills is a prerequisite for economic development in
a country.
There are not enough available jobs and there is
insufficient demand for qualified staff. However, in
several cases there is a demand for staff and there
are also market opportunities for starting new viable enterprises. However, in order to be of interest
to the labour market and to be able to make use of
these opportunities, the youth must have relevant
and high quality skills to offer. Therefore, one of the
main reasons for their unemployment is the lack of
access to relevant and high quality vocational education and training.
In most developing countries, TVET is still a marginal sub-sector in the education system. The TVET
sector tends to generate little attention or budget

provision, resulting in poor infrastructure and facilities, and a low status overall. Poverty Reduction
Strategies (PRSPs) and donor policies have rather
focused on primary and higher education, with the
implication that youngsters, in particular those
from marginalized groups, who complete primary
education have limited access to relevant further
secondary education or vocational training.
TVET can be provided in many different forms.
TVET can be anything from short training courses
to long-term education programmes, and can lead
to a range of informal certificates to formally accredited qualifications. All these different training
courses can be relevant for preparing people for
inclusion in the labour market and the diversity in
TVET on offer might be accessible for different stakeholders. Both the formal and non-formal vocational education is part of the Learn4Work programme. The poor link between formal and non-formal
vocational education and the labour market means
that education is not perceived to be highly relevant. Moreover, youngsters who do complete their
education encounter difficulties when integrating
into the labour market, as their qualifications and
skills do not match companies’ requirements. Vocational education as such thus provides no guarantee of employment.
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The private sector plays an important role in making TVET relevant for the labour market. The
skills demand from the local private sector forms
the starting point for Learn4Work interventions
aimed at bridging the gap between the demand
from the labour market and the supply of TVET
providers. The private sector stakeholders have
specific needs and requests for their skilled labour force. They need to be actively involved in
communicating these demands to the training
providers in order to adjust the TVET to the skills
demand of the labour market.
To improve TVET in a sustainable and significant
manner, these skills demands should go beyond
the individual company level. This requires a minimal level of organisation of the private sector,
e.g. branch organizations, chambers or other formal cooperatives. The Learn4Work programme
will look for cooperation with such private sector
organizations. However, it should be taken into
account that the organization of the private sector in some areas might be very limited. Or companies in the informal sector may not be formally
organized in branch organisations, but may have
a well-organized structure of networking and
cooperation with similar companies. This could
also count for agricultural producers, including
the subsistent farmers. It is important to also re-
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cognize these informal structures.
Another important focus group for Learn4Work
will be entrepreneurs. Self-employment and entrepreneurship will be promoted within the L4W
projects, as this forms an excellent opportunity
for youth to enter the labour market and it enhances economic activity in the area. Therefore,
entrepreneurs, either in the formal or informal
market, will also be considered as important stakeholders in the labour market, with subsequent
skills demand. Their level of organization might
be very limited, but one may try to gather a group
of entrepreneurs working in a similar branch.
Small farmers, whether subsistent or marketoriented farmers, are also considered an important group of entrepreneurs.
Food Security
The Learn4Work programme focuses on the link
between TVET and food security. Youth with more
relevant education and therefore better chances
on the labour market will enhance their economic
activity and income. This improved economic position will ensure more sustainable access to food.
Additionally, the Learn4Work programme wants
to improve skills training specifically in sectors
contributing to enhanced food security.

Learn4Work defines food security in a broad way,
including issues of availability of food, access
to food and the utility of food. The quality and
quantity of food production should be the focus
of availability of food. This also includes the sustainable use of resources. To improve access to
food, the development of markets and the availability of purchasing power are important aspects.
Furthermore, a nutritionally balanced diet is an
important precondition for people to have a healthy life, ensuring that they have enough strength
and concentration to follow education and training and to participate in the labour market. We
emphasize that vocational education and training
can contribute to improve these different aspects
in many different ways. In addition to enhancing
income security, education and training can contribute to introducing new techniques, ensuring
sustainable production, enhancing quality of food
and diet, creating value addition in market chains
and improving entrepreneurial opportunities. This
means a divers range of sectors can be relevant to
enhancing food security. The employment potential of these sectors and the opportunity for TVET
to respond to a specific skills demand in three sectors should be prioritized.

Local Learn4Work coordination
In each country where Learn4Work has been implemented, a national coordinator will be appointed. This coordinator will facilitate active linking
and learning (online and through meetings), opportunities for up-scaling and lobby activities.
By linking the Learn4Work projects within the
regions, the projects can have an even greater
impact.
Learn4Work originates from the Schokland
Agreements, currently known as Millennium
Agreements. It creates a unique combination of
actors that are involved in TVET, both African and
Dutch. The expectations are that this will create
the right mix of knowledge, skills and expertise
needed to achieve effective development. As a
result, a wide variety of more than fifty parties
are currently involved in Learn4Work: schools,
development organizations, centres of expertise,
companies and government institutions.
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Appendix 2

Relevant actors in the field of
vocational education from Africa
and the Netherlands

In the type of projects we describe in this guide, we
address the added value of cooperation. We have
perceived that more can be achieved with more
actors. But who are your partners? To help you to
select the type of actors that are of value for you,
this chapter provides a brief overview of the main
relevant actors in the field of TVET in both the
Netherlands and in Africa. These are:
TVET college(s)
Private sector agencies
Local companies and entrepreneurs
NGOs

The African business sector
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Most developing countries have a large informal
economy: economic activities that are not officially registered. Look at the large number of people
selling food on the streets or those that try to sell

commodities when you are waiting for a traffic
light. Other examples are subsistence and small
surplus production farmers or those selling services (e.g. carpentry or cleaning).
The formal economy is relatively small. The climate for doing business is often challenging, also
due to:
	Inadequate access to financial services such as
loans and insurances.
	Poor infrastructure: roads, ports, electricity
and computer networks.
	Inadequate access to national and international markets.
	Inadequate legislation and regulations, which
makes it difficult to obtain permits or to start
up a business.
	Poorly skilled workforce at management and
at employee level.

The private sector is organized to a limited extent.
It is useful to set up and to enhance the functioning
of sector and umbrella organizations as this will
facilitate cooperation with the (formal) TVET.
While before entrepreneurs would see no reason
for looking at Africa, nowadays, foreign investors
are finding their way to the continent. A great
number of them start businesses, e.g. in flowers
(Kenya), horticulture and solar energy (Ethiopia).
This creates opportunities for further development in the sector and also creates a new demand
for skilled labour.
The labour market and the TVET sector have not
really found each other. It requires time, patience
and advocacy to make companies aware of their
own benefit of getting involved and investing in
TVET. The labour market doesn’t contribute much
in financial terms to TVET. Actually, it is often still
the other way round; companies get paid for taking in trainees.

The African NGO
Civil society plays a key role in poverty alleviation. Africa has numerous NGOs involved in all
sectors of national development, for instance in

education, health, the environment and gender
empowerment.

A Learn4Work partner uses the following definition of civil society and NGOs:
“Social movements, civil society and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) are essentially social structures that represent the ambitions and
aspirations of groups of people who want to have
an effect on society. A working definition of the
civil society refers to non-state groups and organizations that seek to protect popular interest and
which enjoy relative autonomy. This broad definition covers a range of associations. These include
professional associations, sporting clubs, cultural
associations, religious groups, trade unions, media
organizations, NGOs and socio-economic orientated organizations.” (Source: the Interim Report
of the Mung’omba Constitutional Review Commission (CRC))

For example, civil society in Ghana is active in
a number of areas including agriculture, health,
education and gender development. Many NGOs
work collectively through umbrella bodies such
as the Ghana Association of Private Voluntary
Organizations in Development (GAPVOD) and
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the Inter-NGO Consortium. Presently there are
around 1200 local and international NGOs in
the country. A second example, Ethiopia counts
1,742 Local NGOs, and 234 International NGOs.
(Source: Ministry of Justice, 2007)
Some NGOs specialize in educational issues or
even specifically on TVET activities. Other NGOs
might focus on one specific regional area, in which
they provide services on different topics. NGOs
working on issues related to vocational education
and training can often play an important role as
providers of skills training. They can therefore also
act as training providers.

The African government
For a long time, there was no government attention for TVET. However, this is clearly changing;
during the last ten years, more and more governments have come to value the potential of TVET.
Governments work on policies and plans to lift
TVET to another level. However, financing often
lags behind and there are no investments. For
example, Ghanaian governmental expenditures
on TVET amount to only 7 million Euro, which is
less than 1% of the total government budget for
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education. The Ugandan government has developed an impressive strategy on TVET, including
a financial budget, however these funds are not
available. Fundraising with private stakeholders
is needed which may delay the implementation
of all the good plans.
Cooperation with governmental officials can be
complicated due to the fact that they often change
positions. Like in Kenya, where officials are repositioned every 8 years, even into functions that
are completely new to them. Or, as mentioned
by a partner working on a project in Ethiopia: In
Ethiopia often government officers come and go
and you have to start all over again!”. To maintain
consistency in the relationship with politicians and
government officials, it will help if at least your
organization has a permanent contact person.
It will be useful to assess which government departments are best to involve. As mentioned
before, different ministries are often involved
in vocational education, organized per sector.
Furthermore, in some cases regional or even local
government departments will have responsibilities
and mandates regarding the education system.
They should be involved in project activities to
achieve lobby and advocacy objectives. Or at least

it will be necessary to involve local government
officials in order to get approval for your project
activities and to build on and embed good relationships with the government for a sustainable
future of your project.

The Dutch TVET sector
Dutch TVET system
MBO (Middelbaar Beroeps Onderwijs) is the
Dutch abbreviation for Vocational Education and
Training in the Netherlands. Approximately 40%
of the Dutch working population has completed a
vocational course to at least secondary vocational
training level. The Dutch vocational training system consists of more than 70 colleges with 613 locations. The centres host more than half a million
students, compared to about 650,000 students at
tertiary level (both technical and academic).

cialized vocational colleges that offer courses for
specific branches such as graphic arts and design,
house painting, furniture making, fishing industry,
shipping or transport.
The colleges provide programmes to young people
from the age of 16, varying from six months to
four years, depending on the level of the training
courses.
The vocational education trains at 4 levels (from 1
up to the highest level 4). The system offers 2 pathways: BOL (beroepsopleidende leerweg) being
school-oriented and BBL (beroepsbegeleidende
leerweg), being company-based oriented.
In the Netherlands, besides the formal educational
institutes, (formal) TVET is also provided in workplace settings. In these cases, the training takes
place on site, in real workplaces. The training is
often provided by the TVET institutes and the formal curricula are followed.

MBO Colleges
There are about 70 VET colleges in the Netherlands, comprising so-called ROCs (Regional Educational Colleges) for courses in technology, economics, personal and social services, health care
and education; AOCs (Agricultural colleges) for
the agricultural sector and food industry; and spe-
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The diagram below shows the structure of the
Dutch education system.

The Dutch business sector
The Netherlands has an open economy that largely
depends on international trade. About two thirds
of the work force is employed in the service sector. As for industries, which covers almost another
third, the main sectors are in electronics, metals,
chemicals, food processing and production in relation to agriculture and fishing. Agriculture is highly
mechanized and intensified, so that only a small
percentage of the population is employed in this
sector, whereas the Netherlands is among the top
export countries in agricultural products.
Almost all companies, about 99%, are small and
medium sized. The Royal Association MKB-Nederland (SME-Netherlands) promotes their interest and is the largest entrepreneurs’ organization
in the Netherlands.
The Dutch government explicitly favours international trade and stimulates companies from the
Netherlands and from abroad to invest and trade,
especially in water management, food and horticulture. As for international contacts, apart from
Europe and the United States, the Netherlands
focuses specifically on the so-called growing economies of countries like Brazil, China and India.
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Still, international trade with developing countries
is also stimulated by a number of programmes.
Agentschap NL (NL Agency) which falls under
the Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture
and Innovation is established to implement these
programmes.

Links to help get you started

Agentschap NL (NL Agency) is the best place to
start if you’re looking for business contacts in Africa. The department provides various programmes in the field of sustainable economic growth in
developing countries. It also offers a wide range
of services, like the Business Partner Scan to help
you find appropriate business partners, providing
personal advice and a database with information
on subsidies, support for import and export and
research facilities.
www.agentschapnl.nl/en
Kamer van Koophandel (Chamber of Commerce)
offers a lot of practical information on international business contacts. E.g on which documents
you need for import or export, tips for logistics and
formats for contracts.
w w w.kvk.nl/englishwebsite/internationaltrade/

Dutch embassies and consulates
www.minbuza.nl/en/services/embassies-andconsulates
Visiting international business presentations, fairs
and trade shows may also help you to find business
partners and explore your international business
options.
Check the worldwide database: www.expodatabase.com/ and www.internationaalondernemen.
nl/agenda/index.asp

Agri-ProFocus (APF) is a partnership with Dutch
roots that promotes farmer entrepreneurship in
developing countries: www.agri-profocus.nl
CBI provides specialized assistance to exporters
from developing countries and to
European Union importers. CBI’s core contribution
focuses on sustainable strengthening of the competitive capacity of SME exporters and producers
in developing countries, focusing primarily on European markets. They provide advice, counselling
and knowledge management. www.cbi.eu
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Small and medium sized organizations in the
Netherlands:
MKB-Nederland: www.mkb.nl. Are you looking
for detailed information on the small and medium
sized organizations in the Netherlands? Find all
the statistics and reports: www.entrepreneurshipsme.eu

The Dutch system to link TVET to the labour
market
Knowledge centres
Vocational education is based on two elements:
education and industry. Dutch education and industry are brought together in the Foundation for
Cooperation on Vocational Education, Training
and the Labour Market (SBB). The SBB is the main
organization charged with creating this compatibility and is the umbrella foundation of the 17
knowledge centres. Together with companies,
schools and also semi-governmental bodies on
social and employment services and communities,
these centres jointly improve the match between
the demand for qualified personnel of companies
and the influx of future students towards potential
sectors on the labour market.
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Through the development of a job profile and end
qualifications of a certain professionalism, curricula are compiled of soft and hard skills and competences. This is also called Competence Based
Education.

TVET is the main supplier of the labour market
and is often regarded as the ‘foundation of the
economy’. However, the system faces various challenges that strangely enough, in essence do not
vary from the core issues you encounter in developing countries. Examples are the low reputation
of TVET and the related types of jobs (despite the
shortage in certain skills, like plumbing, in which
good working opportunities exist), the lack of
well-equipped teachers and the ongoing update
linkage with the trends on the labour market. Although the challenges of the Dutch TVET sector
don’t seem quite as serious compared to those in
developing countries, especially when comparing
the annual investments in TVET, being about 2.6
billion euros annually, they do highlight the core of
TVET: preparing youth for work. The government
investment in TVET represents almost 12% of its
total education budget.

The Dutch NGO
NGOs play a very important role in Dutch development work. Although there have been serious
cutbacks in the governmental budget for development cooperation in 2010, NGOs are still a major
channel. For 2010, about half of the national development cooperation budget was equally channeled through NGOs and other channels, like the
private sector. Most of the other half was spent
through bilateral and multilateral support.

by the government or the NGOs, e.g. Impulsis and
Wilde Ganzen.

‘Particulier Initiatief’ (Individual Initiative)
Besides the NGOs, many Dutch citizens are active
in small-scale development cooperation in a great variety of ways. This ‘Particulier Initiatief’ (PI)
may range from a few individuals that organize
the transport of second-hand goods to a specific
community - to professional organizations with
activities in various countries. Many PI-projects
come about by individuals who resided in a developing country for a longer period of time. They
acquired a special bond with the community and
its people and saw possibilities to improve their
livelihood. Back at home, they set up a project and
involved their personal network. PI funds usually
consist of donations by individuals, local companies or organizations. There are also several funding opportunities for PI activities, provided for

Ministry of Education, Culture and Science
The Ministry of Education, Culture and Science
(OCW) emphasizes the importance of internationalization and recognizes the growing interest in
internships in developing countries. (OCW 2009).
Financially speaking, no attribution was made.
While the TVET council and the SBB promise to
enhance institutional cooperation with developing countries, the demand for international traineeships cannot be met. The main reason is that
Dutch policy only focuses on Europe through the
LifeLongLearning programme from EU and the
upcoming countries (Wereldproeftuinen).

The Dutch government
In light of TVET Programmes and north-south
cooperation, 3 ministries are relevant:
	Ministry of Education, Culture and Science
	Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and
Innovation
	Ministry of Foreign Affairs

For higher education, the Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture and Science aims to bring people
from abroad to the Netherlands for the Interna-
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tional Classroom: following classes with foreign
students, classes offered by foreign teachers or
letting students work on assignments together
via ICT (OCW 2008).
Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and
Innovation
The Ministry of Economic Affairs, Agriculture and
Innovation (EL&I) recognizes the importance of
international entrepreneurship and has several
programmes to stimulate international business.
For example, it organizes trade missions and
gives advice on practical matters. With regards
to vocational education, the Ministry, along with
the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science,
supported the programme ‘Professionalization
Internationalization Vocational Education’. The
final financing round was at the end of 2009. This
programme will not be continued. (www.rijksbegroting.nl (23-11-10).
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Since 2005 a growing interest in vocational education in developing countries can be perceived at the
Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The Ministry of
Foreign Affairs (Minbuza) recognizes the strength
of Dutch vocational education in contributing to
the improvement of vocational education in deve-
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loping countries. Besides supporting Learn4Work,
Minbuza also supports the NICHE programme,
executed by Nuffic. Via NICHE (formerly NPT)
consortiums of Dutch knowledge institutes support knowledge institutes in developing countries.
Many of these cooperations aim at improving the
effectiveness of intermediate and higher vocational education.
The current policy focuses on four thematic areas:
Political security and the legal order; Water; Food
security; and Sexual and reproductive health and
rights. TVET is seen as a crucial element in reaching the new set goals. Basic education is no
longer a prioritized theme.
The importance of private sector involvement is
emphasized more and more: companies also need
sufficiently equipped staff and they sometimes
have an interest in human development programmes from a corporate social responsibility
perspective. he Ministry reacts to this by setting
up Public-Private Partnerships.

Appendix 3

Fundraising tips

Campaign tips
	Charity walk. This is very common in fundraising, especially as it doesn’t take much investment. There are several varieties: the students
and teachers can run, ride bikes, shoot a ball
at a goal, swim, etc.
	A variety is the ‘Eleven Cities Walk’ (inspired by
the famous Dutch ice-skating tour, the Eleven
Cities Tour) Students and teachers walk, ride
or skate from one post to the next where they
receive a stamp. This gives them points or a
certain amount of money.
	Set up an auction of services. Students (and
teachers) offer certain services (babysitting,
washing a car, cleaning stalls, doing shopping,
small cleaning work, tearing off wall paper,
preparing a meal, gardening, giving a tennis
lesson) and friends, family, fellow students or

colleagues can make a bid. For an example of
ideas for an auction of services, click here. Click
here to download a manual on how to organize
an auction.
	Set up a fancy fair. Besides selling fancy items,
you could organize a fashion show or a workshop djembe. It can be fun to include a presentation on the country and the project that
you’re campaigning for.
	Join existing campaigns such as a sports day or
a 4-day evening marathon. Sell drinks, snacks,
take pictures that can be sold, etc.
	Microcredit campaign. Give students a small
amount, for example 1 Euro. Let them come up
with ways of multiplying their 1 Euro.
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	Design and make products within the scope
of the training course and sell these to friends
and family or via a web shop.
	Find local entrepreneurs who are willing to
make products available cheaply, to sell for
charity.
	Organize a party, dinner or movie night and
charge an entrance fee.
	Organize a theatre-show or singing performance in the local old people’s home, theatre
or school and tell about the charity. Charge an
entrance fee or take a collection.
	Prepare an African meal and turn the school
canteen into an African restaurant.
Another example is to create blogs for fundraising.
This is an example from a campaign-platform,
which is for everyone who would like to raise
funds for Edukans projects. Each individual gets
his or her own page that can be personalized.
Company logos can be uploaded as well pictures,
and updates and information can be shared with
supporters. Friends, family, schools, companies,
everyone can follow experiences from those who
are active in the project. They can post messages
and directly donate funds intended for the project.
Companies and sponsors can upload their logo
when they donate.
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See also www.inactievooredukans.nl, an example
from Edukans.

NOTES

Appendix 4

Experiences from the writeshop

The Learn4Work Writeshop in Kenya
All the information in this publication is based
largely on the Learn4Work Writeshop in Kenya in
2011, an intensive four day workshop.
When the eight individual projects in the L4Wprogramme were well underway, the coordination team decided to hold its annual seminar of
2011 on the processes of collaboration within
the partnerships. Working together with such a
varied, international mix of organizations was a
relatively new strategy, which proved to be fruitful
as well as complicated. It seemed a good idea to
lay down our experiences in a document to share
them with others.

Preparations for the Writeshop started well in advance with the help of a small Steering Committee.
We decided to create a practical handbook on how
to organize collaboration within an international
team, concentrating on the main sectors represented in our programme: schools, development
organizations and companies. Next, we drafted
a detailed outline of the handbook - the table of
contents, so to speak - and sent it round to all our
relations asking them to draw up a paragraph of
their choice. All these notes were then combined
and slightly edited to make our first draft. This was
the starting point for the actual Writeshop.
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Thirty participants joined in the Writeshop from
various backgrounds. We all stayed in the same
hotel during the week, which enabled informal
contacts and exchange of information, as well
as easy logistics.
The first morning was about getting to know
each other and creating a common understanding of the document. Then we could get down
to work: each specific paragraph was attended
to in blocks of two writing sessions: one in ‘focus
groups’ (i.e. with people from the same sector)
and one in ‘mixed groups’ (i.e. with people from
a mix of sectors). This strategy proved to be very
effective in gaining both an insiders’ and an outsiders’ perspective on the information in a chapter.
It was for instance very interesting to hear how
partners assessed each other’s added value to
the team. During plenary meetings we discussed
covering items.
For each chapter, we appointed a chair and a
secretary, who remained responsible for that
chapter during the whole week. The chair led the
discussions and saw to it that the group kept to
the assignment of the writing sessions; the secretary took notes and integrated the information
that came up in the discussions into the text. They
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did not change groups, to maintain continuity. At
the end of the day, all secretaries sent their revised
paragraphs to the Writeshop-secretary, who copy/
pasted each section into the next draft version of
the document. This version was then sent round to
all participants for the next day.
For extra inspiration everyone joined a field visit
to see one of the Learn4Work projects in practice.
A student who had investigated the processes of
collaboration within the partnerships presented
her results. And on one evening, all partnerships
presented their projects to each other in a creative
way.
For the Learn4Work team the Writeshop was a great opportunity to gather as much information and
perceptions on the subject as possible, ‘right from
the field’. The participants found the Writeshop
very inspiring and efficient. The atmosphere was
very open. It had been a good way to meet new colleagues, to share their expertise and to gain more
insight into the overall Learn4Work programme.
They especially appreciated the chance to contact
colleagues from other sectors – as seminars are
usually attended by people from the same field of
expertise.

After the Writeshop, when all information was
gathered, time was needed to edit all chapters and
fine-tune the overall document. Budget was required for design, publication and dissemination.
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This production is a collection of experiences
from Learn4Work partners. It could not have
been created without their support. A special
thanks to all Writeshop participants who were
prepared to unite for 4 days in Kenya. Each participant was open for learning from colleagues
and there was a great atmosphere of openness
and trust in Machakos village. It resulted in an
inspiring environment, open for learning from
positive experiences and suggestions for improvements. While the official programme ended
each day before dinner, participants continued
working until late in the evening, clearly valuing
this platform and the opportunity to share their
experiences with an even broader one. Thank
you also to the organizers who realized the logistics and to our host organization that enabled
us to see a project on the spot and to learn from
more than 60 students, teachers, business men
and NGO-staff about their project.

guide. Even after the Writeshop, the Steering
Committee was motivated to finish this guide.
It was an inspiring process that took time,
motivation and contribution from all who
participated, but it has been worth it!

Not all partners were able to participate in the
Writeshop. But many of them have shared their
stories through written contributions.
A special thanks to the Steering Committee,
which had the task to provide advice on the
Writeshop programme and the content of this

Writeshop participants:
Daniel Teshome (Hope Enterprises, Ethiopia)
Etefa Merga Woyessa (Development Expertise
Centre, Ethiopia)
Getahun Shimelis Hundie (Passion Connects,
Ethiopia)

Thank you all for enabling many more youth
to Learn4Work!
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Wondwossen W. Mebrat - Development
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Wondwossen Worku Mebrat (Development

Expertise Centre, Ethiopia)
Gerard Lommerse (Alice O, Netherlands)
Yemane Kokobé (Tsedale Nega College,
Ethiopia)
Adriaan Vrienten (Edukans, Netherlands)
Peter van den Broek (Fontys College,
Netherlands)
Mutinda Munguti (Sasol, Kenya)
Arnold van der Capellen (Leiden College,
Netherlands)
Cres Baari (Ilkerin Loita, Kenya)
Eunice Annah Mukuku (Sasol, Kenya)
Aggrey Ndombi (LEC Kenya)
Edwin Buluma (LEC Kenya)
Makhandia Sitati (LEC Kenya)
Moses Sichangi (Sang’alo, Kenya)
René Veldhoen (AOC Oost, Netherlands)
Richard Wekesa (Bukura College, Kenya)
Jan Gundelach (Aeres-Groenhorst, Netherlands)
Arie de Jong (Aeres-Stoas College, Netherlands)
Edmond Omungi (Baraka College, Kenya)
Francis Njange (Baraka College, Kenya)
Emmanuel Musafili (Great Commission for
People, Development and Orphans, Zambia)
Loes van Tiem (MBO Council, Netherlands)
Arie van Duijn (Cisco, Netherlands)

Hester Pronk (Edukans Learn4Work,
Netherlands)
Aart van den Broek (Edukans, Netherlands)
Sanne Marije Teune (Student, Netherlands)
Anneloes van Kuijk (Edukans Learn4Work,
Netherlands)
Others who contributed to the content of
the book:
Hendrien Maat (Edukans, Netherlands),
Cees Caron (TVET College West Brabant ,
Netherlands), Martien van der Ven (TVET
College Eindhoven, Netherlands), Willem
van Burgsteden (ETC, Netherlands), Geert
Boekelman (Alice O, Netherlands), Heijmans
Foundation, Maarten van den Dool (Woord
en Daad, Netherlands), Peter Lindhout
(Windesheim University of Applied Sciences,
Netherlands)
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SASOL Kitui
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